




Between 22 July and 12 August 2012, excavations

and cleaning work were carried out in the monastic

complex of Horekavank at the request of the

Department of Tourism and Preservation of Historical

Environment at the Government of the Republic of

Mountainous Karabakh. The expedition, which includ-

ed architect Samvel Ayvazian, was headed by archae-

ologist Gagik Sargissian. In order to measure the

church in detail and work out a restoration project for

it, we cleared the complex and the adjacent buildings

of the richly-overgrown vegetation and removed the

ruins of the church vault, which had partly tumbled

down recently.  

A Historical Introduction. Horekavank is situated

on the north-facing side of a wooded mountain slope,

about 5 km south-west of Talish Village, Martakert

District (Metzkoghmank District of the historical

Armenian province of Artsakh), present-day Republic

of Artsakh. There are no trustworthy records regarding

its foundation. The available sources contain refer-

ences to the village of Ureka (or Urekan) once existing

in the neighbourhood of the monastery: thus, Movse-s

Dasxuranc.i mentions “...a certain Step‘annos, the pious

priest of the village of Ur
.
ekan...”1 Presumably,

Horekavank (literally translated as Horek Monastery),

which is the second name of the monument (the first

one was Glkho), derives from the name of this village,

which used to be located in one of the fields of the

present-day village of Talish.2

Urekan, the existence of which dates back to the

Early Middle Ages, is mentioned in a story about the

discovery of the relics of Eliseus the Apostle, the disci-

ple of Thaddeus the Apostle, who had suffered martyr-

dom while preaching Christianity.3 According to it, his

bones were found by a group of people, including the

aforementioned Priest Stepannos from the village of

Urekan.4 

This story contains an indirect reference to a sacred

site once existing in Urekan, and that might be the pre-

sent-day monastic complex of Glkho or Horekavank.

Unfortunately, the excavations have unclosed no traces

of any early medieval building. The sanctuary of the

church of Horekavank is traced back to the 5th century.5

Horekavank is mostly mentioned by Dasxuranc.i in

connection with the discovery of a relic of the Holy

Cross.6 While disseminating enlightenment in Caucasi-

an Albania, Mesrop Mashtots, the inventor of the Ar-

menian alphabet, had a piece of the Holy Cross with

him, but for fear of persecution, he buried it in the

township of Gis in the historical district of Utik. Later,

in the 7th century, a hermit whose name was Israel

learnt its location in a vision and persuaded the bishops

of Caucasian Albania to find it. After its discovery, he

transferred it to Glkho Monastery, which suggests that

it already existed as early as the 7th century.

The oldest preserved buildings of Horekavank trace

back to the 13th century.7 According to the dated con-

struction inscriptions of its church and narthex, pre-

served on their entrance tympanums, they were built in

1279 and 1284 respectively. As for the belfry adjoining

the narthex in the west, judging from its composition

and building technique, it traces back to the Late

Middle Ages. The Armenian letter è, engraved on the

northern pylon of the belfry, suggests that it was erect-

ed in 1551.  

In the 17th century, the meliks (princes) Beglarian,

the rulers of Gyulistan, took up residence in the neigh-

bourhood of Horekavank and constructed a huge forti-

fied palace, comprising a wide variety of rooms and

structures, about 60 metres below its central complex,

to the north-west (some of its semi-ruined buildings are

still preserved).   

The Beglarians’ family graveyard extends east of

Horekavank. Most presumably, they also carried out

some renovation activities in the monastic buildings,

their traces being still visible on the church and narthex.  

The central complex of Horekavank consists of a uni-

nave basilica, a narthex abutting on it in the west and a
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belfry rising in front of the western entrance of the

narthex. In their vicinity, namely in the west as well as on

lofty mountain slopes in the south and on some lower

ones in the north, building traces are preserved (their out-

lines can only partly be discerned): they were consider-

ably damaged due to the enlargement of the cemetery of

Talish that came into being around the complex (it still

exists nowadays). Opposite the western facade of the

central complex, within about 20 metres, a vaulted guest

house of four rooms stands in a semi-ruined condition: it

dates back to the early 19th century.

The neighbourhood of Horekavank used to be

densely populated. The ruins of Urek (Urekan) Village,

which traces back to the High Middle Ages, are locat-

ed on both sides of a forest way leading from Talish to

the village site of Yeghaker, about 100 to 150 metres

west of the complex. In this part, particularly on the

ground and along the road, the traces and walls of

numerous buildings can be seen together with pottery

pieces.

A cemetery older than that of the Beglarians used to

be situated in the small area in front of the western

facade of the complex. Its eastern and northern extrem-

ities have slided downwards, while the southern sec-

tion is partly covered with earth that has slipped from

the slope. 

Horekavank did not have fortified walls.

As reported in the construction inscription carved on

its entrance tympanum, the church of the monastery
was built by Father Hovhannes in 1276, in the days of
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Catholicos Stepanos. It represents a uni-nave basilica

which is rectangular outwardly, with a widely-opening

rectangular apse and a double-centred vault which is

unusually high. The width of the sanctuary is smaller

than that of the hall by only 15 to 20 cm. The one-

metre-high bema is covered with earth, with its front

wall apparently erected later. Two lateral stone steps

lead from the hall to the bema. We were amazed at the

height of the western and eastern windows of the church

and at that of the niches in the northern and southern

walls of the bema: their unusual loftiness makes them

totally inaccessible for one standing on the present-day

bema. Below the recess of the northern wall of the

bema, there is another with a finely-dressed front part:

undoubtedly, it traces back to the period between the

18th and 19th centuries. We were even more puzzled at

coming across another detail in the inner composition of

the church: the eastern wall of the bema retains the

traces of two contiguous vaults below each of which an

east-looking window opens. It is beyond doubt that the

sanctuary and bema that have reached our days have

undergone changes so that we do not deal with their pri-

mary structure. The church, which is built with split

stones and mortar, is inwardly plastered. 

Eight years after the construction of the church, the

aforementioned ecclesiastical figures also constructed

its narthex (1284), this event being commemorated in

an inscription engraved on its tympanum. Abutting on

the western facade of the church, it is a structure of an

almost square plan, erected with the same building

technique. It has four intersecting arches without a

yerdik (an opening in the ceilings of Armenian build-
ings for illumination and smoke removal). Unlike all

other similar monuments, the square in the centre of

the intersecting arches is not surmounted by a rotunda,

and instead, it is covered with a ceiling of a spherical

surface. The criss-cross arches rest not on pilasters but

on built-in-wall capitals that jut out of the upper con-

tours of the walls. The arches are not laid with whole

large blocks of finely-dressed stone, as is the case in

other similar buildings, but are built with the stone

used in the entire monument, being accentuated in the

smooth ceiling surface by 5- to 10-cm lofty cornices

that are made only with plaster in some parts. Given all

this, the impression is that the intersecting arches of the

narthex do not have a constructive function (namely,

the creation of a yerdik and the bearing of a rotunda)

and are only decorative elements.

The narthex floor is entirely covered with clergy-

men’s tombstones, which shows that it also served as a

funerary structure. 
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The belfry, which was constructed later, differs

from both the church and narthex in its building tech-

nique as well as in the colour and dimensions of its

stones. Likewise, the renovated parts of the church and

narthex differ from their original sections. Presumably,

the construction of the bell tower and the repairs of the

church and narthex were carried out simultaneously, in

the times of the meliks Beglarian, between the 18th and

19th centuries, and not in 1551, as might be supposed.

This is also attested by the tiling unclosed from beneath

the earth covering of the roofs of the church and

narthex, which is typical of the times specified.  

The belfry was built as abutting on the narthex

facade without junctures. It is a narrow, slender and tall

building alien to the entire monastic complex due to its

composition, colour and structure. It used to be sur-

mounted by a four-pillar rotunda which has not reached

our days. Erected right in front of the narthex entrance,

it touches its wall in its upper section and a juncture is

found only in a small upper part. Because of its vertical

stretch and unsteady foundations, the belfry has slanted,

thus going far from the narthex facade and creating a

wide crack which puts it in an emergency state. 

Excavations. The condition of the monastic com-

plex was not enviable before we started the excava-

tions: it was shrouded in big trees and bushes which

made it almost entirely invisible from all directions.

Only its western facade was more or less open although

the bushes growing at the southern extremity of the

open square (35 to 40 sq. metres) in front of it were

thoroughly covered with hanging rags and handker-

chiefs of different colours, size and forms left by pil-

grims, this creating rather a disagreeable scene.

Besides, the area also teemed with the stinking remains

of sacrificed animals and birds. The rosehip trees

growing close to the northern facade of the complex

did not allow us to even approach the wall and photo-

graph the two big cross-stones set in it. There was only

a narrow path around the church by which we could go

round the complex and peer at certain facade sections

through the trees. The roots of two big trees rising near

the southern facade of the church and narthex had

grown into their foundations, while their branches lay

right on their roofs. Considerably huge trees had also

grown on the earth-covered roofs of the narthex and

church: most presumably, the decomposing influence

of their roots hastened the collapse of the church vault. 

We started clearing activities by cutting down all the

bushes and small trees in front of the western and north-

ern facades of the complex. The huge trees rising close

to the southern facade were cut down only partly so that

their branches should not fall on the monastic buildings.

We avoided uprooting them as their roots had grown into

the wall and any such action might bring about some

collapse. We also carefully cut down the trees and bush-

es growing on the roof, trying to do so from below, as

much as possible. The stumps were treated with herbi-

cide which impedes the further growth of vegetation. 

From among the heaps of ruins accumulated close

to the northern facades of the church and narthex, we

selected the stones that might be used as building mate-

rial and gathered them together at one of the corners of
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the square. As for the earth, it was poured into its north-

ern section, thanks to which, it was widened and

smoothed. In this part we unclosed four hitherto

unknown tombstones, three of which were inscribed:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ù³ñÙÝáÛ | ï¥¿¤ñ Øáíë¿ë »å¥Çë¤-

Ï¥áåá¤ëÇÝ, èÖÊ² ¥1692¤ ÃíÇÝ:

Transl.: In this grave reposes Bishop Movses. In the
year 1141 (1692).

²Ûë ¿ ßÇñÇÙ ÑáÕ³å³ï»³Ý, ¹Ç³ÏÇñ »õ ¹³Ýå³-

ñ³Ý, ÁëÏ½|μÝ³Ù³Ûñ »õ í»ñ×Ý³Ù³Ûñ, áñáõÙ Û³é|-

Ý»Ùù ·áÉ Ñ³õ³ë³ñ Ç ÷áÕ í»ñ×Ç ¿é, »Ù` ï¥¿¤ñ Úá-

Ñ|³ÝÇ, Ç ³Ûë ßÇñÙÇ áñ¹Ç ·áÉáí Ù¿ÉÇù Æë³Ë³ÝÇ, Ç

·áí»É»³ó ³½·³ó Ù»ÍÇ, | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÖ|ÐÂ ¥1730¤:

Transl.: In this grave reposes... Father Ohan...the son
of Melik Isakhan... in the year 1179 (1730).

²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï Æë³ÛË³Ý ³ÕÇÝ, | ë³ ¿ñ áñ¹Ç

Ù¿ÉÇù ä¿ÏÉ³ñÇÝ, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ | èØ...:

Transl.: In this grave reposes Agha Isaykhan, the son
of Melik Peklar. In the year 12...

After the trees close to the southern facade had

been removed, the nearby area was partly smoothed

and some cross-stones were unearthed there. We re-

erected a large, sculptured and inscribed tombstone

that had slipped down the slope. Its inscription reads:
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²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý¥·¤Çëï ²å³õ ùáíËÇÝ, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÒ²

¥1632¤:

Transl.: In this grave reposes Village Head Apov. In
the year 1081 (1632).

The monastic complex contains a memorial wall of

three cross-stones the central of which lay facedown:

we re-erected it, too although it was entirely decom-

posed because of the friable, poor-quality sandstone of

which it was made. Only the contours of its once big

cross could slightly be discerned. The first, larger

khachkar of the memorial wall, which was displaced,

leant against the western facade of the narthex, but we

did not move it due to some technical difficulties and

temporarily replaced it with another cross-stone lying

nearby, on the ground.

While clearing the western facade of the narthex,

we unearthed a cross-stone of the 17th century. We also

found another khachkar in the territory of the cemetery

and placed it beside the previous one.

We carried out a probe of the narthex and church

roofs in three different sections in order to find out the

The cross-stones of the memorial wall ¥photos by S. Ayvazian, 2012¤ Cross-stones close to the western facade of the narthex



structure and building material of their earlier roofs. In all

of them we unclosed decrepit rows of semi-circular tiles

of a later period, each of them placed into the preceding

one, right on the slabs and mortar covering the roof. 

As far as the tiling of the monument is concerned,

special mention should be made of the lowermost tile,

which has a projection of about 2 cm in its lower sec-

tion: it enters right the mortar, thus enabling the tile to

more solidly cling to the roof. We did not come across

tiles of an earlier period which resemble table-shaped

pans although we found their fragments amidst the

ruins and can state with full conviction that they are the

vestiges of the original, 13th-century roofs of the

monastic buildings. 

The northern half of the church vault had almost

entirely collapsed around a year before the start of the

excavations, and the stones, heaps of soil and tiles

hanging above threatened to tumble down at any

moment. The church floor and bema were entirely cov-

ered with ruins. Inside it, we first of all removed these

ruins and the stones hanging above: putting aside the

stones that might be used as building material, we

poured the earth into the extremity of the western square,

thus considerably expanding it. This enabled us to

unclose the interior of the church in the state preceding

the collapse: we photographed and measured it in detail,

after which we started excavations in the bema.

First of all, we began work in the section of the

ruined vaulted vestry in the northern half of the bema,

the surface of which contained backfill of tamped soil

comprising pebble, building stones, tile fragments, few

pottery pieces, remnants of plaster of thick mortar and

fragments of articles of everyday use: in a word, the

bema teemed with debris among which we also found

a small inscribed stone fragment.

In the middle part of the backfill, we unclosed tiny

pieces of candlesticks of iron, brass and melchior

together with items of recent periods. This attests that

formerly some digging was carried out in the bema sec-

tion. Almost beneath its surface, we unclosed a parti-

tion which divides the bema in two equal parts, itself

rising through the juncture of the vaults visible on the

eastern wall. Only some small vacant space remains

between this partition and the facade of the newly-

erected bema. At a depth of about 0.4 metres, we unear-

thed the upper part of a khachkar lying facedown. After

the rectangular room had been entirely unclosed, we
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carefully re-erected it in its former place, below the

eastern window (as discerned on the plaster of mortar

on the wall), by means of a rope and a hoisting mech-

anism of wood. This ornamented inscribed cross-stone

of grey limestone, which is in a good state of preserva-

tion, is dated back to 1457:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ æ¼ ¥1457¤, | »ë` ê³ñ·|Çë, áñ¹Ç Â|³ñÇ-

ãÇÝ, Ï³ÝÏÝ|»óÇ ½Ë³ã|ë ÇÝÓ »õ | ³ÙáõëÇÝ Ø³ñ|ÃÇÝ

»õ ÍÝá|Õ³ó ÇÙáó »õ | ½³õ³Ï³ó, Ç | Ñ³¥Û¤ñ³å»ïáõ-

¥Ã¤Ç¥õÝ¤ | ï¥¿¤ñ àÑ³Ý|ÇëÇÝ, Õ³Ýáõ¥Ã¤Ç¥õÝ¤ æÑ|³Ý-

ß³ÇÝ: 

Transl.: In the year 906 (1457), I, Tarich’s son Sargis,
erected this cross[-stone] in memory of my spouse
Mart, my parents, children and me in the days of
Catholicos Vohanis and Ghan Jhansha.
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We also conducted excavations in the area in the

south and unclosed another rectangular chamber which

exactly resembles the aforementioned one with the

only difference that in this second one, the cross-stone

placed close to the eastern wall was found intact in situ.

It dates from almost the same period, namely 14th to

15th centuries, and resembles not a freestanding

khachkar, but a relief of two crosses carved on the front

of the tetrahedral altar. It remains obscure why 15th-

century cross-stones were placed in chapel-vestries of

the 13th century and what they came to replace: it is

only evident that the cross-stones serving as holy altars

and the plaster fastening them to the wall are the results

of subsequent acts of renovation carried out there.

After some clearing work in these two newly-

unclosed chambers, we found out that they were prayer

rooms or, to put it in other words, chapel-vestries.

Their walls are plastered with mortar. Plaster also cov-

ers the floors of these rooms which rest right on the

soil. In each of them, at the eastern extremity of the

floor, opposite the cross-stone serving as a holy altar,

the bema of the prayer hall may be discerned as accen-

tuated with a plaster layer of 3 to 5 cm. The floor plas-

ter also indicates the threshold of the entrance. The

chapel-sacristies are open and do not have proper

entrances as such. Their entryways are just formed

through the open space between the partition and the

rear walls of the steps adjoining the northern and south-

ern walls and ascending towards the original bema. 

After a detailed study of the walls, vaults and plas-

ter junctures of the chapel-vestries, we may state with

firm conviction that they were built parallel with the

church, according to the same project, constituting an

integral part of its original image. The older bema of

the church, which is 220 cm higher than the hall floor,

used to rest on a smooth covering resting on their vault-

ed roofs. Access to it was possible through ascending

two lateral steps of stone. The unusual slenderness of

the church as well as the surprising height of the win-

dows and niches of its sanctuary are due to this elevat-

ed position of the bema.

The double-floor structure of the church sanctuary

is something rare in Armenian architecture: it is found

in Sourb Astvatzatzin (Holy Virgin) and St. Gevorg

Churches in Ayrk Village, Gegharkunik Region,

Republic of Armenia. 

After its destruction, the original bema of the

church of Horekavank was not restored to its primary

state. It might have been ruined in the aftermath of

some invasion in the 16th century: the blackened parts

on the floors and plaster of the main sections of the

walls in the chapel-vestries and the thin layer of ashes

indirectly speak about this. Presumably, the vaults of

the chapel-sacristies were reduced to decrepitude and

then to ruins as a result of the plunder committed in the

monastery and the fire it suffered. The demolished

prayer halls were filled with debris and smoothed as

probably it was either impossible or inexpedient to

restore them. As for the bema, it sank into its present-

day state. It is not improbable that the ornate set-in-

wall cross-stone of the northern prayer hall, which was

quite tall protruding from the floor of the newly-built

bema, was deliberately removed and placed on the soil

in a lying position.

In order to work out a restoration project for the

monastic complex of Horekavank, we opened three

exploring shafts (1 x 2 m) beneath the outer walls of

the church, narthex and belfry to find out the condition

and depth of their foundations. All these pits unearthed

cist graves and burials mostly with child remains, right

in the earth, just beneath the walls. Below the eastern
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facade of the church, at a depth of 0.5 to 0.8 metres, we

unclosed smooth level burial slabs comprising a ceme-

tery of the 13th century. 

We unearthed an inscribed tombstone in the south-

western part of the narthex:

²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï ï¿ñ ¸³õÇÃÇÝ, áñ »õ | Ñ³Ý·³õ,

Ãí. èÌº ¥1606¤-ÇÝ: 

Transl.: In this grave reposes Father David, who died
in the year 1055 (1606).

A dated cross-stone was unearthed from beneath

the southern wall of the church:

Âí. æÎ¶ ¥1514¤:

Transl.: In the year 963 (1514).
During the renovation of the roofs of the church

and narthex, in the 17th to 18th centuries, a number of

stone slabs, part of them inscribed and many others be-
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aring cross reliefs of an earlier period, were placed be-

low the tiling. The excavations unclosed similar slabs

with crosses that had been displaced and were in ruins. 

To summarise, let us point to the main results of the

excavations and clearing activities carried out in

Horekavank:

1. The complex overgrown with vegetation was

cleared of it, becoming visible for pilgrims, visitors and

tourists.

2. The interior of the monastic church and its outer

facades were cleaned of the earth layer and ruins, the

nearby squares being expanded and smoothed.

3. We found out the structure and building material

of the roofs of the complex buildings. 

4. The structure and solidity of the foundations of

the monastic buildings were clarified.

5. Eight inscribed funerary memorials, including

three khachkars and five tombstones, were unclosed.

6. The existence of an old cemetery was revealed

and the depth of its location ascertained.

7. We cleared up everything connected with the

heretofore strange composition details of the church

and clarified the original appearance of its interior sec-

tions.
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After the genocide of Armenians perpetrated stage

by stage in Western Armenia, Cilicia and the Armenian

settlements of Anatolia between 1894 and 1921,

numerous large and small monuments were built in the

Republic of Armenia and different other countries to

perpetuate the memory of the innocent victims.

It is interesting to note that the first genocide

memorials were erected in the very places where mas-

sacres had been committed (indeed, we mean the

pogroms preceding the Great Genocide as after 1915,

Armenians were almost totally exterminated and there

was nobody to build such monuments).

The exact number of Armenian genocide memori-

als in general and those in Western Armenia in particu-

lar remains obscure and at present there exist only few

surviving specimens.

During our recent trips to Western Armenia, we saw

three memorials dedicated to the Armenians killed in

the days of the Hamidian massacres. They are pre-

served in the cemeteries of Hendstan (Hayots Dzor

District) and Varents (Rshtunik (Gyavash) District)

Villages as well as in the graveyard of Divabuyn

Monastery (Rshtunik District). 

The memorial in the cemetery adjoining the ruined

church of Hendstan is dedicated to 105 victims who

fell prey to a mass pogrom and were buried together in

the same place. It represents a stone of irregular con-

tours resembling a rectangle which is broken in the

upper left corner. One of its faces bears the following

six-line inscription engraved around a simple cross

relief:

ÚáõÝ¥Ç¤ë, | Ý³Ñ³ï³Ï»|³Éù Öº ¥105¤ ³ÝÓ|ÇÝù

³ëï ³Ù|÷á÷»³É Ï|³Ý:

Transl.: The 105 martyrs who were tortured to death
in June are interred here.

We had to ransack the available written records in

order to find out when and under what circumstances

Hendstan had suffered 105 victims. Our studies

showed that the village was subjected to the joint inva-

sion of Kurdish Hamidies and Turks in June 1896. The

brave Armenian peasants put up fierce resistance, but

unfortunately, they proved so naive that they believed

the enemy’s pledges of security and surrendered in the

long run.

The contemporary press writes the following about

this invasion: 
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...They resisted for 2 or 3 days, remaining invincible,

repelling the Kurdish assaults and causing considerable loss-

es to them. Seeing that it was impossible to conquer the vil-

lage by force, the mean Hamidie decided to deceive the

Armenians by promising them safety if they yielded up to

them. The naive Armenians of Hendstan were so gullible that

they surrendered. The Hamidie entered the village and

slaughtered 64 people.1

According to another source, the village suffered 95

victims, 146 people being slaughtered and kidnapped.2

As for the discrepancy regarding the number of vic-

tims as recorded in the aforementioned inscription and

press publications, we think that the former is more

trustworthy.

The memorial preserved in Varents (at present a vil-

lage site on the southern shore of Lake Van) is a cross-

stone (dimensions: 1.45 x 1.65 metres) dedicated to a

group of local inhabitants (Martiros, Ghazar, Avetis,

Vardan, Ghazar, Margar, Sargis and Varder) who fell

victim to the Hamidian massacres of 1897. An inscrip-

tion carved on its face and rear in 17 and 4 lines respec-

tively reads:

Ø³ñïÇñáë, Ô³½³ñÇ Ñá·ÇÝ, | ²í¿ïÇë, | ì³ñ-

¹³Ý, | Ô³½³ñ, | Ø³ñ·³ñ, | ê³ñ·Çë, | ì³ñ¹»ñ: |

1896-ÇÝ ¥Ý¤³Û³{Ý}ï³Ï¥»¤óÇÝ 1897-ÇÝ | Ë³¥»ñÇ¤Ý

¿ù¿ñÇÝ... | Õ³...| ûñÝ º ¥5¤ »...: | î¥¿¤ñ ³¥ëïáõ³¤Í |
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The cross-stone perpetuating the memory of the inhabitants of Varents who were slaughtered in their native village between 1894 and 1896 (the

memorial is in the cemetery adjoining the local church)

__________

1 §²ñ³ñ³ï¦ [Ararat], 1896, 583.

2 §ÐÝã³Ï¦ [Hnchak], no. 16, 1896, 123.
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Partial views of the cemetery of Varents Village



Ú¥Çëáõ¤ë ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë: | Ú¥Ç¤ß¥³¤¹¥³¤Ï ¿ ð³ÝÇÉÇ¥±¤

³ñ¹³ñá· | Ù³ùáñ Ù³ÕÃ³Ýûù ¨ μ³ñ¥»¤Ëá[ë] | ²¥ë-

ïáõ³¤Í³Í¥Ý¤³Û ï¥¿¤ñ Ú¥Çëáõ¤ë ³¥ëïáõ³¤Í...: |

1895-ÇÝ ³ßÝ³Ý | ¨ ·³ñÝ³Ý 1896 Ý³Ñ³ï³Ï³Ý: |

1894 Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÚÊ¼ ¥1897¤ | ¨ Ë³»ñáõë ûÍáõÙ:

Transl.: Martiros, Ghazar’s soul, Avetis, Vardan,
Ghazar, Margar, Sargis, Varder. They suffered martyr-
dom in 1896, 1897... ...Lord Jesus Christ. In memory of
...the Holy Virgin... Lord Jesus the God... the Holy
Virgin, Lord Jesus the God... They were tortured to
death in the autumn of 1895 and in the spring of 1896.
In 1894, 1346 (1897) and blessing of Armenians.

Another cross-stone (dimensions: 85 x 57 cm) pre-

served in the cemetery of the monastery of Divabuyn

perpetuates the memory of a group of martyrs with the

following inscription: 

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÚÊ¸ ¥1895¤, Ú³ñá¥õ¤Ã¥Çõ¤Ý Ý³Ñ³-

ï³|Ïí³ó ¿, Ø³ñû, ÊáõÙ³ñ, ï¥¿¤ñ ³¥ëïáõ³¤Í |

Ú¥Çëáõ¤ë ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë:

Transl.: In the year 1344 (1895), Harutiun suffered
martyrdom. Maro [and] Khumar. Lord Jesus Christ.

To summarise, we would like to underline the

importance of the memorials preserved in Western

Armenia as “documents” of history contributing to the

study of different acts of genocide.3
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A cross-stone dedicated to the martyrs of 1895 in the cemetery of the

monastery of Divabuyn

__________

3 This article was first presented at the international conference The
Armenian Genocide: Challenges on the Eve of Its Centenary held

on 23 March 2013.



Bagnayr was one of the most renowned monastic

complexes in medieval Armenia ranking among such

major spiritual and cultural centres close to Ani as Ho-

romos, Shirakavan and Argina. It was founded by

Prince Vahram’s son Smbat the Master in 1010.1

The monastery was adjoined by a village which was

known by the same name and traced back to at least the

Middle Ages. As of the 19th century, it had already been

stripped of its Armenian population: thus, in the 1840s

it is mentioned as inhabited by Turks2 and in 1878 ref-

erence is made to the Kurdish village of Gozluja.3

Immediately after the Russo-Turkish war of 1878 to

1879, the village, which had probably been uninhabited

for some time, provided home for a number of

Armenian deportees. Until 1881 they managed to build

some houses in the village,4 but unfortunately, they

were unjustly forced into abandoning it by the Russian

authorities who even exerted violence against them.5

The contemporary press writes the following about this: 

The inhabitants of Bagnayr Village, located at the foot of

Alaj, have been ordered to forsake their centuries-old fields,

their homeland. Instead, they have been allocated a waterless,

rocky plot of land on one of the sides of Mount Alaj which is

totally unfit for husbandry and even for pastures. As for

Bagnayr, it is to be allocated to Kurdish nomads. In order to

somehow keep their cattle, the Armenian refugees get into con-

tact with the nearby Kurdish inhabitants and reach an agreement

to graze their livestock for some pay in the pastures that have

been seized from the Armenians and allotted to the Kurds.

Learning about this, the authorities of Ghars forbade the latter to

give the pastures to the former: the Armenians protested against

this, without even thinking that the order might have come from

the reigning powers and supposing that the Kurds wanted a larg-

er amount of payment. Soon, however, they realised that they

had been mistaken... The refugees sold their animals and aban-

doned their newly-built houses emigrating to Turkey.6

Already populated by Kurds and renamed into

Ghozluja in official documents, the village had 460

inhabitants in 19087 and 5528 in 1914.

In 2010 it had 16 houses of Kurdish shaffis

descending from the villages of Yerevan Province, as

they themselves said.

The renowned monastery of Bagnayr stands on an

elevation at the western extremity of this village, on

both sides of a tributary taking source in the east-fac-

ing slopes of Mount Arjo (Arij) and flowing in the

direction of Ani through Bagnayr. The complex, the

construction of which lasted from the 11th until the

13th centuries, consists of two clusters of monuments

situated within a small distance of each other.

The first group, which is located on the right bank

of the tributary, comprises the central buildings of the

complex: a large and two small domed churches, a

chapel, a narthex and a portico.

The monuments on the left bank of the confluent

consist of a church, a chapel and a cemetery.

Almost all the buildings of the monastic complex of

Bagnayr used to have numerous lapidary inscriptions.

The first scholar to embark on copying and deciphering

them as early as the 1840s was Father Nerses Sargis-

sian. He, however, published his materials only about

two decades later,9 having been preceded by such scho-

lars as S. Jalaliants, for instance. Sargissian’s  publica-

tions were followed by those of K. Srapian, N. Emin,

Gh. Alishan, M. Gevorgiants and K. Basmajian, but his

decipherments, which are greater in number, have

proved more complete and authentic (our comparative

study of the few preserved inscriptions of the mo-

nastery comes to substantiate this). With this respect, it

is hard to overestimate N. Sargissian’s meritorious
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THE INSCRIPTIONS OF BAGNAYR MONASTERY

by Samvel Karapetian

__________
1 Details regarding the year of the construction of the monastery as

well as information concerning its different buildings and the
biography of its founder can be found in the all-embracing
Armenian-language research (§²ÝÇ-ÞÇñ³ÏÇ å³ïÙáõÃÛ³Ý

¿ç»ñ¦ [Pages from the History of Ani and Shirak]) of Karen
Matevossian (Yerevan, 2010), a scholar in Yerevan Research
Institute of Manuscripts after M. Mashtots.

2 êê³³ññ··ëë»»³³ÝÝ  ÜÜ.., î»Õ³·ñáõÃÇõÝù Ç öáùñ ¨ Ç Ø»Í Ð³Ûë [N.
Sargissian, Topography of Armenia Minor and Armenia Maior]
(Venice, 1864), 176.

3 êêññ³³ååÛÛ³³ÝÝ  ÎÎ.., ØÇ ï»Õ»Ï³·Çñ Î³ñëÇ Ù³ñ½Ç í»ñ³μ»ñÛ³É [K.
Srapian, “A Bulletin on Kars Region”], §´³Ýμ»ñ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ

³ñËÇíÝ»ñÇ¦ [Herald of the Armenian Archives], no. 2 (1970),
111.

4 The quarter adjoining the monastery still retains some houses of
the hazarashen composition built by Armenians between 1879
and 1881. Since 1881 they have been inhabited by Kurds. 

5 The deportation of the Armenians of Bagnayr was just part of the
Russian plan of stripping the newly-occupied region of Kars of its
native population and inhabiting it by various foreign nations.
Later a number of other Armenian-inhabited villages of the region
shared the same fate.

__________

6 §Ø»Õáõ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ¦ [Meghu Hayastani], no. 82, 10 May 1881, 2.

7 Êàâêàçñêèé êàëåíäàðü íà 1910 ã. [Caucasian Calendar for

1910] (Tiflis, 1909), 293.

8 Êàâêàçñêèé êàëåíäàðü íà 1915 ã. [Caucasian Calendar for

1915] (Tiflis, 1914), 144.

9 Sargissian, 176-189.
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A general view of Bagnayr Monastery from the east ¥photo by Yermakov, late 19th century¤, north-east and south-west ¥photos by T. Toramanian,

1912¤



work especially in our days, when the entire monastic

complex is mostly ruined without any vestiges left.

Between 2000 and 2010, the members of RAA

Foundation made several research trips (2000, 2005,

2007, 2008 & 2010) to Bagnayr Monastery and studied

the lapidary inscriptions still preserved on the walls of

its semi-ruined buildings.

It remains obscure to what particular building (or

buildings) part of these records belonged, but nonethe-

less, they are of great importance as primary historical

sources.10
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The general plan of the monastic complex of Bagnayr and one of the quarters of the present-day Kurdish village of Ghozluja adjoining it (by architect

A. Hakobian, 2012)

__________

10 As for N. Sargissian’s mention of the monastic “belfry” abound-

ing in lapidary records, it simply refers to the narthex of Bagnayr.



Sourb Astvatzatzin (Holy Virgin) Mother Church
1. Outwardly carved on the eastern wall of the mother church

(annihilated): 

Æ ÜÔ² (1042) Ãõ¥ÇÝ¤, Ç Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïáõÃ»³Ý

ï¥»³é¤Ý ä»ïñáëÇ Ñ³Ûáó Ï³Ã³ÕÇÏáëÇ »õ Ç Ã³·³-

õáñáõÃ»³ÝÝ ¶³·Ï³ ß³Ñ³Ýß³ÑÇ áñ¹õá ²ßáïáÛ

Ï³Ù »Õ»õ ÇÙ` ¶ñÇ·áñá Í³ÕÏ³Ýë »õ ÇÙ áñ¹»³óë, áñ

ïáõÇ ½ÇÙ ·³ÝÓ³·ÇÝ ÏáõÕå³Ï³ÝÇÝ, áñ ì³ëÉÇÝ,

öÁÝ¹ÏÇÝ ÁÝ¹¹¿Ù ¿ Ç ´·Ý³ÛñÇÝ í³Ýë Ç ë¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ë-

ïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝÝ Ç Ó»éÝ ³é³çÝáñ¹Ç Ñ³õñ êï»÷³Ý-

ÝáëÇ í³ëÝ ì³ëÉÇÝ ³ñ»õß³ïáõÃ»³Ý »õ Çõñ áñ-

¹»³óÝ »õ ÇÙ` ¶ñÇ·áñá Ù»Õ³ó ÃáÕáõÃ»³Ý »õ á·õá

÷ñÏáõÃ»¥³Ý¤ »õ áñ¹»³ó ÇÙáó »õ Ñ³Ûñ êï»÷³ÝÝáë

»õ ÙÇ³μ³Ý »Õμ³ñùë Ï³Ù³õ Û³ÝÓÝ ³éÇÝ, áñ ³Ù»-
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A general view of Bagnayr Monastery from the north-east and north ¥photos by S. Karapetian, 2010, 2008¤



Ý³ÛÝ ³ÙÇ ½ä³õÕáëÇ »õ ½ä»ïñáëÇ ï³õÝÇÝ ³õáõñÝ

å³ï³ñ³·Ý Û³Ù¿Ý »Ï»Õ»óÇë¹ ÇÙ »Õμ³õñÝ Øáõ-

Ï³ÃÉÇ ³ñ³ëó»Ý »õ Û»ï í³Ë×³ÝÇ ÇÙá ÇÝÓ Ù³-

ïáõëó»Ý, ³ñ¹ Ñ³Ûñ áñ ÉÇÝÇ »õ ½ÇÙ Å³Ùï Ë³÷³Ý¿,

³é³çÇ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û ÇÙ Ù»Õ³óë å³ñï³Ï³Ý ÉÇóÇ,

³ñ¹ »Ã¿ áù Ç Ù»Í³ó Ï³Ù Ç ÷áùáõÝó ÛÇÙáó Ï³Ù Û³õ-

ï³ñ³ó »õ ½³Ûë ÑáÕë ëáõñμ áõËï¿ë Û³åßï³Ï»Ý

³ÛÉ¨³ÛÉáõÃ»³ÝÝ å³ï×³é³õ, Ý½áí»³É ÉÇóÇ:

Transl.: In the year 491 (1042), in the days of Catho-
licos of Armenians, His Holiness Petros and King Ga-
gik the Shahenshah, Ashot’s son, my sons and I, Grigor
Tzaghik, had a desire to allocate my shops, purchased
with my own means, which are opposite Vasil’s market,
to Sourb Astvatzatzin [Church] of Bagnayr Monastery,
through Prior Stepanos, for Vasil’s and his sons’ longe-
vity, for the atonement of my (Grigor’s) sins and for the
salvation of my sons’ souls. And Father Stepanos and
the brethren pledged themselves to conduct an annual
divine service in all churches on the feast day of [Sts.]
Peter and Paul in memory of my brother Mukatli and
in my own after I consign my soul to God. And if any
prior impedes the liturgy in my memory, may he atone
for my sins before the Lord. And if anybody, either
young or old, from the midst of my kinsfolk or aliens,
robs the holy monastery of this plot of land..., may they
be cursed.

Published in: Sargissian, 178-179; ææ³³ÉÉ³³ÉÉ»»³³ÝÝóó  êê.., Ö³Ý³å³ñ-

Ñáñ¹áõÃÇõÝ Ç Ø»ÍÝ Ð³Û³ëï³Ý [S. Jalaliants, A Journey to

Greater Armenia, vol. 2 (Tpghis, 1858), 36; ²²ÉÉÇÇßß³³ÝÝ  ÔÔ.., ÞÇñ³Ï

[Gh. Alishan, Shirak] (Venice, 1881), 114; Àðìÿíñêèå íàäïèñè

â Êàðñå, Àíè è â îêðåñòíîñòÿõ ïîñëåäíÿãî, ïåðåâîä Í.

Ýìèíà [N. Emin, Armenian Inscriptions in Kars, Ani and in the

Neighbourhood of the Latter] (Moscow, 1881), 54; ØØ»»ÉÉùùÇÇëë»»¹¹»»ÏÏ  ùùÑÑ..

¶¶¿¿ááññ··»»³³ÝÝóó  ÞÞÇÇññ³³ÏÏ³³óóõõááÛÛ  Ð³Ù³éûï ï»Õ³·ñáõÃÇõÝ ÑÝáõÃ»³Ýó

Ù»ÍÇÝ ÞÇñ³Ï³Û »õ Ù³Ûñ³ù³Õ³ùÇÝ ²ÝõáÛ [Priest Melkisedek
Gevorgiants Shirakatsy, Concise Topography of the Antiquities of

Greater Shirak and the Capital, Ani] (Alexandrople, 1903), 101;

´́³³ëëÙÙ³³çç»»³³ÝÝ  ÎÎ.., Ð³Û»ñ¿Ý ³ñÓ³Ý³·ñáõÃÇõÝù ²ÝõáÛ, ´³·Ý³ÛñÇ

»õ Ø³ñÙ³ßÇÝáõ [K. Basmajian, The Armenian Inscriptions of Ani,

Bagnayr and Marmashen] (Paris, 1931), 137-138.

Note: Apart from some other mistakes, Gevorgiants reads

Mukatli as Sukatli.

2. Carved on one of the outer walls of the sacristy (annihilated):

àÕáñÙáõÃ»³ÙμÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »õ Ç Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïáõ-

Ã»³Ý ï¥»³é¤Ý ä»ïñáëÇ »õ Ç Ã³·³õáñáõÃ»³Ý

¶³·Ï³Û ß³ÑÝß³ÑÇ áñ¹õáÛ ²ßáïáÛ. »ë` Â³¹¿áë, »-

ïáõ ½ÇÙ...:

Transl.: By the grace of God, in the days of
Catholicos Petros and King Gagik the Shahenshah,
Ashot’s son, I, Tadevos, gave my...

Published in: Jalaliants, 36; Sargissian, 179; Alishan, 114;

Emin, 54; Gevorgiants, 101; Basmajian, 139.

Note: We are presenting Gevorgiants’ decipherment, which is

more complete.

3. Four lines outwardly engraved on the upper section of the

northern part of the first chapel (annihilated):

ºë` ê»¹³ ïÇÏÝ³ó ïÇÏÇÝ, ¹áõëïñ Ù»ÍÇÝ ì³-

ë³Ï³, ½áõ·³ÏÇó ì³Ññ³Ù³ ÇßË³Ý³ó ÇßË³ÝÇ

áñ¹áÛ ²ßáïáÛ ÇßË³|Ý³ó ÇßË³ÝÇ, ï³ë³Ýáñ¹»óÇ
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A general view of Bagnayr Monastery from the east ¥photo by G. Arakelian, 2010¤



½í³ëï³Ïë ·»ÕçÝ ÇÙáÛ ·³Õï³Ç ÁÝÍ³Û»Éáí Ç

ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïë ´³·Ý³ÛñÇë í³ëÝ ÛÇß³|ï³ÏÇ ½³õ-

ñ³Ï³ÝÇÝ ø¥ñÇëïáë¤Ç Ñ³õñÝ ÇÙáÛ ì³ë³Ï³ ÷á-

Ë»ó»ÉáÛ Û³ßË³ñÑ¿ë, »Ã¿ áù Ç Ù»Í³Ù»Í³ó Ï³Ù Ç

÷áùáõÝó Ï³|ÙÇóÇ Ë³÷³ÝÇã ÉÇÝ»É, áñáß»³É ÉÇóÇ Ç

÷³é³óÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »õ ÁÝ¹ Ù»Õ³ó Ù»ñáó Ñ³Ù³ñë

ï³ó¿ Û³õáõñÝ ¹³ï³ëï³ÝÇ:

Transl.: I, Lady of Ladies Seda, the daughter of Vasak
the Great, the spouse of Prince of Princes Vahram, who
is Prince of Princes Ashot’s son, gave the tenth of the
income [received] from my village of Gaghtai to the
holy monastery of Bagnayr in memory of my father
Vasak, a fighter for Christ’s sake who departed this
world. If anybody from the midst of those reigning or
those under reign impedes this, may they be deprived of
God’s grace and may they atone for our sins on
Judgement Day.

Published in: Jalaliants, 36; Sargissian, 188; Emin, 66;

Basmajian, 136.

4. Engraved in 13 lines on the southern wall, right of the door

(annihilated):

àÌÀ ¥1209¤, | Ç Û³Ùë ³¥ëïáõ³¤Í³å³ïÇõ

ï¥»³é¤Ý ê³ñ·ëÇ áñ¹áÛ ²åÇñ³ïÇÝ »ë` Ê³ã|»-

ñ»ëë, áñ¹Ç ²μñ³Ñ³Ùáõ È³õé»óÇ, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ·³Ý-

Ó³·ÇÝ »õÃÝ ÏáõÕ|å³ÏÝ Ç Þ³ñÇí»óÇ í»ñ»õÝ »õ ÙÇÝ

Ç Ý»ñù»õÝ Ù½ùÃÇÝ ÁÝ¹¹¿Ù »õ »ñ»ù ïáõÝ | Ç Ý»ñùë»õÝ

Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë Ç Ó»éÝ Ñ³õñ êÇÙ»õáÝÇ

»õ ë¥áõñ¤μ »Õμ³ÛñáõÃ»³Ýë »õ | ½³Û·ÇÝ áñ Ø³ñÙ»ï

»õ ëáù³ ÷áË³ñ¿Ý Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ ÇÝÓ Æ ¥20¤ ³õñ Å³Ù,

À ¥8¤ª ÇÝÓ, | º ¥5¤ª ²μñ³Ñ³Ùáõ, ¶ ¥3¤ª ¸ÇÝ³ñÏ³ÝÝ,

´ ¥2¤ª Ðñ³ÝáõßÇÝ, ´ ¥2¤ª ³ñù³ÛáõÃ»³Ý áõ Ñ³ë:

ºë` Ø³ÙË³ÃáõÝë, ¹áõëïñ Ê³ã»ñ»ëÇÝ, »ïáõ

½ÇÙ ÏáõÕå³ÏÝ, áñ Ç öáÕ|áóÏï»ñÝ ¿ Ç μ³½Á½ÝáóÇÝ,

Ç í»ñ³Û ê³·áÝÇÝ »õ Û³åñ³ÝùÝ, ç³Õ³ó ·ñ³õ³-

Ï|³Ý, ½Ç ·³Ý... ÛáëÏÇ Ï³½Ù»óÇ ÛÇÙ ½³ñ¹Çõùë »õ »-

ïáõ êáõñμ ²ëïáõ³Í³Í|ÝÇë »Õμ³ÛñáõÃ»³Ý, áñù

÷áË³ñ¿Ý »ïáõÝ ÇÝÓ ³Ù¿Ý ³ÙÇ ² ³õñ å³ï³ñ|³·

ÇÝÓ, áñ Ñ³ëï³ï å³Ñ»Ý ³õñÑÝÇÝ Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »õ

áñ ½ÁÝÍ³Ûë Ù»ñ Û³÷ßï³Ï¿ ÛáõËï|Çóë ³Ý¿Íù

½Úáõ¹³ÛÇÝ »õ ½Î³Û»ÝÇÝ...:

Transl.: In the year 658 (1209), in the days of God-
honoured Father Sargis, Apirat’s son, I, Khacheres, the
son of Abraham from Lori, gave my seven booths, pur-
chased with my own means, that are above Sharivets,
and another below it, opposite a mosque, together with
three houses below and a vineyard in Marmet to Sourb
Astvatzatzin, through Father Simeon and the holy
brethren. In return, they promised 20 hours of an annu-
al divine service: 5 for Abraham, 3 for Dinarkan, 2 for
Hranush, 8 for me and 2 for Arkayutiun and Has...

I, Khacheres’ daughter Mamkhatun, gave my booth
that is in the part of the cloth shops in Poghotskter,
above Sagon, and the goods, a mill... and gave them to
the brethren of Sourb Astvatzatzin, who promised to
remember me every year in a one-hour divine service.
May those who observe this be blessed by God and may
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Sourb Yerrordutiun (Holy Trinity) Church of Bagnayr Monastery from the south ¥photos by S. Karapetian, 2005¤



those who take away our gift from the monastery be
cursed like Judas and Cain...

Published in: Sargissian, 179-180; Alishan, 117; Emin, 54;

Basmajian, 143-145.

Note: Basmajian presents the last 6 lines of the inscription as

comprising another lapidary record (pp. 144-145). The parts itali-

cised in the Armenian original are found only in his decipherment.

5. Inwardly engraved right of the southern entrance, west of the

narthex, in 13 lines (at present half-annihilated):

àÌÂ (1210), | Ç Û³Ùë ³¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ñ»³É »õ Ù»-

Í³ñ·á ï¥»³é¤Ý ê³ñ·ëÇ í»ñ³¹ÇïáÕÇ Ù³Ûñ³ù³-

Õ³ùÇÝ ²Ýá »õ Ç | å»ï³Ï³Ý ÇßË³ÝáõÃ»³Ý ß³ÑÁÝ-

ß³Ñ ¼³ù³ñÇ³ÛÇ, »ë` ä³ñëÇÙá, áñ¹Ç Ð³ë³Ý³

é³Çë, | Ù»Í³ÝáõÝ ·»³ÕçÝ ²õß³Ï³Ýá ÙÇ³μ³Ý»ó³

ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïÇë »õ »ïáõ ½ÇÙ Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇ ½³Û|·ÇÝ

½ì³ñ¹»Ýó ÝáñùÝ Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ Û²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë Ç

Ó»éÝ μ³ñÇë¿ñ »õ ë¥áõñ¤μ »Õμ³ÛñáõÃ»³Ý | ÛÇß³ï³Ï

Ñá·á ÇÙá, »õ ëáù³ ÷áË³ñ¿Ý Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ ÇÝÓ ½³õñ

Û³ñáõÃ»³Ý Ô³½³ñáõ | μáÉáñ ½»Ï»Õ»óÇùë å³ï³-

ñ³·»É ½ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë º (5), ä³ñëÇÙáÇ º (5), Êáõñ-

ÃÇÝ ¸ (4), ê»¹³ÇÝ, áù Ñ³ë|ï³ïáõÝ å³Ñ»Ý ³õñÑ-

ÝÇÝ Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »õ áñù Ë³÷³Ý»Ý, Ý½áíÇÝ Ç

ø¥ñÇëïáë¤¿:

ºë` Øñáõ³Ý, ÙÇ³μ³Ý»ó³ ëñμáóë Ñ»ï ÇÙ å³-

ñáÝÇÝ »õ »ïáõÝ ÇÝÓ ³õñ ÙÇÝ å³ï³ñ³· ³ÝË³-

÷³Ý, | è³ÛμÇÏ ·ñÇã:

ºë` ê»ñáμë, áñ¹Ç è³ïÇÝ ¾ñ»õ³Ý»óÇ, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ

³Û·ÇÝ, áñ Ç Òáñ¹é³ÝÝ ¿ Ç | ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïë »õ å³ñ-

ïÇÝ ëå³ë³õáñù ëáñ³ Ç ï³ñÇÝ ¸ (4) ³õñ å³ï³-

ñ³·»É ½ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë Û³ÝáõÝ | ê»ñáμÇÝ:

Transl.: In 659 (1210), in the days of God-honoured,
venerable Father Sargis, the spiritual shepherd of the
capital of Ani, during the reign of Zakaria the
Shahenshah, I, Parsimo, the son of Hasan, who is the
governor of the renowned village of Oshakan, reached
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an agreement with the holy monastery and gave my or-
chard, the newly-planted garden of Vard, to Sourb As-
tvatzatzin, through the pious holy brethren in memory
of my soul. And in return for this, they pledged them-
selves to conduct divine services in all churches on the
day of Lazarus’ resurrection: 5 hours for Parsimo, 5
for Khurt and 4 for Seda. May those who observe this
be blessed by God and may those who do not be cursed
by Christ.

I, Mrvan, reached an agreement with the holy
[brethren] together with my master and was promised
an hour of a divine service to be conducted unfailing-
ly. Scribe Raybik.

I, Serob, the son of Ratin from Erevan, gave my
orchard, which is in Dzordran, to this holy monastery,
in return for which, the brethren serving here pledged
themselves to hold a divine service in memory of Serob
4 days a year.

Published in: Jalaliants, 33-34; Sargissian, 180; Alishan, 117;

Emin, 55; Gevorgiants, 98-99; Basmajian, 145-148.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

Gevorgiants, Jalaliants and Basmajian, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in

Armenian] (2013), 22. 

The word pieces preserved on the surviving fragment are shown

in a plain type in the Armenian original. 

6. Inwardly carved on the northern wall, right of the northern

window, in 12 lines (annihilated):

àÎ|¸ (1215), | Ç Û³Ùë ³¥ëïáõ³¤Í³å³ïÇõ Ñá-

·»õáñ ï¥»³é¤Ý ¶ñÇ·áñáÛ áñ¹áÛ ²åáõÕ|³ÙñÇ »ë`

ÚáÑ³Ý¿ë ù³Ñ³Ý³Û, áñ¹Ç Îáëï³Ý¹Ç ÐáéÙ»³Ýó,

·Ý»óÇ ½¶³ÛÉ³é×|Ç Ç Ï¿ëÝ Ç ï¥¿¤ñ ¶ñÇ·áñáÛ áñ¹áÛ

²åáõÕ³ÙñÇ »õ »ïáõ Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë, »õ

| ëå³ë³õáñù ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïÇë ÷áË³ñ¿Ý ÇÝÓ Ñ³-

ïáõóÇÝ Û³Ù¿Ý ³ÙÇ Ê (40) ³õñ å³|ï³ñ³·. Æ (20)

ÇÝÓ` ÚáÑ³ÝÇëÇ, Æ (20) êÇëí³ñ¹ÇÝ, ´ (2) Îáëï³Ý-

¹Ç, ´ ¥2¤ îÇñ³Ù³õñÝ, ´ ¥2¤ Êá|ó³¹»ÕÇÝ, ´ (2) ØÇ-

Ë¿É³, ¶ (3) Ê³ã»ñ»ëÇÝ, ´ (2) Î³ï³ÇÝ, ² (1)

î³ÉÇÃÇ³ ïÇÏÝáçÝ | ÏñÏÝáÛ ½³ïÏÇÝ Ç Å³ÙÝ Ï³-

ï³ñÇãù ·ñáÛë ³õñÑÝ»ëóÇÝ Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û, »õ | »Ã¿ áù

½ÛÇß³ï³Ïë Ù»ñ Ë³÷³Ý¿ Ï³Ù Û³õ³·³ó, Ï³Ù

Û³é³çÝáñ|¹³ó, Ù³ñ¹Ý ³ÛÝ Ý½áíÇ Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »õ

³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ëñμáó »õ Ù»ñ | Ù»Õ³óë å³ñï³Ï³Ý »ÕÇ-

óÇ ³é³çÇ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û:

Transl.: In 664 (1215), in the days of God-honoured
Father Grigor, Apughamer’s son, I, Priest Hovhannes,
the son of Kostand Hormiants, purchased half of Gay-
larij from Father Grigor’s son Apughamer and gave it
to Sourb Astvatzatzin. In return for that, the brethren of
the holy monastery committed themselves to serving 40
days of a divine service annually: 20 days for Sisvard;
2 for Kostand; 2 for Tiramayr; 2 for Khotsadegh; 2 for
Mikhela; 3 for Khacheres; 2 for Kata, one for lady Ta-
litia and 20 for me, Hovhannes. May those who
observe this be blessed by God on New Sunday. And if
anybody from the midst of elders or leaders neglects
our memory, may they be cursed by God and all saints
and may they atone for our sins before the Lord.

Published in: Jalaliants, 38-39; Sargissian, 183-184; Alishan,

121; Emin, 60; Basmajian, 149-151.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

Gh. Alishan, Jalaliants and Basmajian, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armen-

ian], 23. 

The word pieces preserved on the surviving fragments are

shown in a plain type in the Armenian original.

7. Inwardly carved on the western wall, right of the entrance, in

4 lines (annihilated):

ºë` Ê³ãáïë, Í³é³ ø¥ñÇëïáë¤Ç, »ïáõ Ç

ê¥áõñ¤μ Û²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë ½ÇÙ ½·³|ÝÓ³·ÇÝ

½ïáõÝÝ Ù³õï Ç Û²åáõÕ³Ùñ»Ýó ê¥áõñ¤μ ¶ñÇ·áñ »õ

ëÏÇ ³ñÍ|³ÃÇ, »õ ëáù³ ÷áË³ñ¿Ý Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ ÇÝÓ ´

¥2¤ ³õñ å³ï³ñ³· | ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ³ÙÇ ³ÝË³÷³Ý

Ï³ï³ñÇãù ·ñáÛë ³õñÑÝÇÝ Û³ëïáõÍáÛ, ³Ù¿Ý:

Transl.: I, Christ’s servant Khachot, gave a house lo-
cated near Apughamrents Sourb Grigor [Church] and
bought with my own means to Sourb Astvatzatzin toge-
ther with a silver chalice. In return for that, I was pro-
mised 2 days of a divine service every year. May those
who observe this unfailingly be blessed by God. Amen.
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Published in: Sargissian, 180-181; Jalaliants, 37; Alishan, 120;

Emin, 56; Gevorgiants, 102; Basmajian, 152-153.

Note: Sargissian and Alishan, who took his decipherment, pres-

ent this inscription and the following one as merged together

although their contents are quite different. Gevorgiants and

Basmajian present them as separate lapidary records. Instead of

§Ê³ã³ïáõñ¦ (Khachatur), Sargissian, Alishan and Basmajian, who

himself read the inscription, have §Ê³ãáïë¦ (Khachot). Basmaj-

ian’s decipherment lacks the end of the inscription reading:

§³õñÑÝÇÝ Û³ëïáõÍáÛ, ³Ù¿Ý¦ (...blessed by God. Amen).

8. Carved below the preceding one in 4 lines (annihilated):

Æ Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïáõÃ»³Ý Ñá·»õáñ ï¥»³é¤Ý ¶ñÇ·á-

ñÇ »õ Û³é³çÝáñ¹áõÃ»³Ý Ñ³õñ êÇÙ¿áÝÇ »ë` ä³õÕáë

»ñ¿ó, »ïáõ ½Ç|Ù ³Û·ÇÝ Ç Ì³ÕÏáóÝ, áñ Û²ßÝ³Ï

ÑÝÍ³ÝáíÝ ·»ÕÇÝ ¹»Ñë »õ »Õμ³ñùë »ïáõÝ Ç ï³ñÇÝ

Ä ¥10¤ ³õ|ñ å³ï³ñ³·, ¸ ¥4¤ ³õñ ÇÝÓ, ¸ (4) ÇÙ

Ñ³õñÝª Ô³½³ñ³Û, ´ ¥2¤ ³ÙáõëÝáÛÝ ÇÙáÛ` îÇñ³Ý-

óÇÝ, Ï³ï³ñÇãùÝ | ³õñÑÝ»³É »ÕÇóÇÝ Û³ëïáõÍáÛ ¨

Ý»ñÑ³ÏùÝ å³ñï³Ï³Ý »ÕÇóÇÝ Ç Ù»Õ³óÝ:

Transl.: In the days of Catholicos Grigor, during the
priorate of Father Simeon, I, Priest Poghos, gave [the
church] my orchard in Tzaghkots ...and the brethren
promised to hold divine services 10 days a year: 4 days
for my father Ghazar, 2 for my spouse Tirants and 4 for
me. May those who observe this be blessed by God and
may those who hinder this atone for our sins.

Published in: Sargissian, 180-181; Jalaliants, 37; Alishan, 120;

Gevorgiants, 102; Basmajian, 153-154.

Note: The following parts of the inscription are missing in

Sargissian’s decipherment, which was later taken by Alishan: §Æ

Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïáõÃ»³Ý¦ (In the days of Catholicos...), §»ïáõ ½ÇÙ

³Û·ÇÝ Ç¦ (...gave [the church] my orchard...), §å³ï³ñ³· :¸: (4)

³õñ ÇÝÓ¦ (...4 [days of a divine service] for me...) §³õñÑÝ»³É

»ÕÇóÇÝ Û³ëïáõÍáÛ ¨ Ý»ñÑ³ÏùÝ å³ñï³Ï³Ý »ÕÇóÇÝ Ç Ù»Õ³óÝ¦

(...be blessed by God and may those who hinder this atone for our
sins). We have completed these parts according to the decipherment

of Priest Gevorgiants.

Narthex
9. Inwardly carved on the western wall in 3 lines

11
(annihilated):

àÌ (1201), | »ë` ØËÇÃ³ñ áñ¹Ç ¸Áõ³ÉÇÝ, »ïáõ Ç

ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïë ´³·Ý³Ûñ ½ÇÙ ³ßË³ï³Ý³ó ... Ï³-

ï³ñ»Ý Ç ë¥áõñ¤μ ²é³ù»Éáó ½áõÏ³ÏÇÝ »õ Ð³ÙëÇ-

ë³ñÝ »õ ³ÛÉ »Õμ³ñùë, ÷áË³ñ¿Ý | Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ Ç ï³-

ñÇÝ ´ (2) ³õñ å³ï³ñ³· ÇÝÓª ØËÇÃ³ñ³ »õ ÙÇÝ

³õñ ³ÙáõëÝáÛÝ ÇÙáÛ ..., Ï³ï³ñÇãù ·ñáÛë ³õñÑÝ»ë-

óÇÝ Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û:

Transl.: In 650 (1201) I, Deval’s son Mkhitar, gave
the holy monastery of Bagnayr my property... with my
own efforts... in return for which, Hamsisar and the
other brethren promised 2 divine services a year: one
for my spouse and another for me... May God bless
those who will observe this.

Published in: Sargissian, 180; Jalaliants, 37; Alishan, 120;

Emin, 55-56; Gevorgiants, 101-102; Basmajian, 141-142.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments of Priest

Gevorgiants, Sargissian and the subsequent scholars, see Vardzk, no.

9 [in Armenian], 23.

10. Inwardly carved on the southern wall in 6 lines (annihilated):

Î³Ù³õÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »ë` êÇÙ»|áÝ »ñ»ó, »õ áñ¹|Ç

ÇÙ Â³ÃáõÉ ÙÇ³μ³|Ý»ó³ù ´³·Ý³Ûñ ê¥áõñ¤μ | ²¥ë-

ïáõ³¤Í³ÍÝÇë »õ ïí³ù Ý¥á¤õ|»ñ Û³Ù...:

Transl.: By the grace of God, my son Tatul and I,
Priest Simeon, reached an agreement with Sourb
Astvatzatzin of Bagnayr and donated...

Published in: Jalaliants, 43; Sargissian, 181; Srapian, “A

Bulletin,” 112; Alishan, 120; Basmajian, 182.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

these sources, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 23.

11. Inwardly carved on the southern wall in 7 lines (annihilated):

àÌº ¥1206¤, | Ï³Ù³õ μ³ñ»ñ³ñÇÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û

»ë` ¶ÇßáõÏë, áñ¹Ç ¶ñÇ·|áñá, ÙÇ³μ³Ý»ó³ ë¥áõñ¤μ

áõËïÇë »õ ÁÝÓ³»óÇ ´ ¥2¤ ³ñï Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ë-

ïáõ³¤Í|³ÍÇÝë, »õ ëáù³ Ñ³Ûñ êÇÙ»õáÝ í³ñ¹³-

å»ïë »õ ³ÛÉ ÙÇ³μ³Ýù|ë ÷áË³ñ¿Ý Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ ÇÝÓ

Ç ï³ñÇÝ ¶ ¥3¤ ³õñ å³ï³ñ³· ² ¥1¤ ÇÝÓ, ² ¥1¤ ÇÙ

Í|ÝáÕ³óÝ, ² ¥1¤ ÇÙ »Õμ³ñóÝ, áñ Ñ³ëï³ïáõÝ å³-

Ñ»Ý ³õñÑÝÇÝ Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û: | ² ¥1¤ ³ñï Ç î³÷Çë, ²

¥1¤ Ç Ø³ÝÝ»ËáõïÇÝ:

Transl.: In 655 (1206), by the grace of the merciful
Lord, I, Grigor’s son Gishuk, reached an agreement
with the holy monastery and donated two fields to
Sourb Astvatzatzin, in return for which, Archimandrite
Simeon and the other brethren pledged themselves to
serve liturgies 3 days a year: one day for my parents,
one for my brothers and another for me. May they be
blessed by God if they observe this. One of the fields is
in a plain and the other in Mannekhut.

Published in: Sargissian, 181; Jalaliants, 43; Museum of Art and

Literature, G. Srvandztian Fund, section 1, file 17, p. 14; Srapian, “A

Bulletin,” 112; Alishan, 120; Emin, 56; Basmajian, 142-143.

Note: Jalaliants’ and Srapian’s decipherments contain evident

inaccuracies.

12. Engraved below the inscription of 1206 (annihilated):

â..., Þ³Ñ»ñ ÎÇñ³Ïáë ÙÇ³μ³Ý»ó³Û Ç ëáõñμ ²ë-

ïáõ³Í³ÍÝÇë ´·Ý»ñÇ, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ·³ÝÓ³·ÇÝ ÑáÕ»ñÝ

½»¹³ïÇÝ¿ ³÷Ý³ÏÇó Ý»ñùÇ ¹»ÑÝ ÉëÝÑÝ·Ý³ÛÇÝ

Ï¹»ñÝ ·³Û:

Transl.: In 700 (1251)... I, Shaher Kirakos, reached
an agreement with Sourb Astvatzatzin of Bgner
[Bagnayr] and gave it my plots of land purchased with
my own means...

Published in: Jalaliants, 43; Sargissian, 188; Museum of Art and

Literature, G. Srvandztian Fund, section 1, file 17, p. 14; Srapian, “A

Bulletin,” 112; Emin, 66; Basmajian, 189-190.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments of Sargissian,

Srapian and Basmajian, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 24.

13. Inwardly carved on the southern wall in 7 lines (annihilated):

àÔ² ¥1242¤, | ßÝáñÑÇõÝ ø¥ñÇëïáë¤Ç »ë` ê³ñ-

·Çë, áñ¹Ç Ê³ãáïÇÝ, ÙÇ³μ³Ý»ó³Û | ë¥áõñ¤μ áõË-
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ïÇë, »ïáõ ÓÇÃ³ÑÝ³ó ³Õó³õÕÇ ù³ñ ¨ Û³Ù¿Ý ³ÙÇ |

º ¥5¤ ÉÇïñ Ó¿Ã, ÇëÏ Ñ³Ûñ ²μñ³Ñ³Ù ¨ ³ÛÉ ÙÇ³-

μ³Ýùë ÷áË³ñ|¿Ý Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ ÇÝÓ Ç ï³ñÇÝ ´ ¥2¤

³õñ å³ï³ñ³· Ï³ï³ñÇãùÝ | ³õñÑÝ»ëóÇÝ ¨ áñ

Ñ³Ï³é³Ï Ï³Ý, Ù»Õ³ó Ù»ñáó å³ñï³Ï|³Ý ÉÇóÇÝ:

Transl.: In 691 (1242), by the grace of Christ, I,
Khachot’s son Sargis, reached an agreement with the
holy monastery and gave it a creamery millstone
together with 5 litres of oil every year. In return for
that, Father Abraham and the other brethren promised
to hold a divine service in my memory 2 days a year.
May those who observe this be blessed by God and may
those who impede this atone for our sins.

Published in: Sargissian, 186; Jalaliants, 44; Emin, 64;

Basmajian, 166-167.

Note: Sargissian’s decipherment lacks the final part of the

inscription reading: §Ù»Õ³ó Ù»ñáó å³ñï³Ï³Ý ÉÇóÇÝ¦ (...atone
for our sins). The year is found only in Basmajian’s decipherment.

14. Inwardly carved on the southern wall (left of the window) in

5 lines (annihilated):

àÎ ¥1211¤, | Ç Û³Ùë ³¥ëïáõ³¤Í³å³ïÇõ

ï¥»³é¤Ý ê³ñ·ëÇ áñ¹áÛ ²åÇñ³ïÇÝ »õ Ç | Û³é³ç-

Ýáñ¹áõÃ»³Ý Ñ³Ûñ êÇÙ»õáÝÇ, »ë` ²ñï³ßÇñ, ²õß³-

Ï³ÝáÛ | é³ÛÇë, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ·³ÝÓ³·ÇÝ ³Û·ÇÝ, áñ ²ßá-

ïáÝó ÏáãÇ Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³|ÍÇÝë, »õ å³ñ-

ïÇÝ ëå³ë³õáñù ëáñ³ Ç ï³ñÇÝ À ¥8¤ ³õñ å³ï³-

ñ³·, ¶ ¥3¤ ²ñï³ßñÇÝ, ´ ¥2¤ ²μ³ë³, ´ ¥2¤ êëÇÝ, ²

¥1¤ ¶ÝïáõïÇÝ:

Transl.: In 660 (1211), in the days of God-honoured
Father Sargis, Apirat’s son, during the priorate of
Father Simeon, I, Artashir, the head of Oshakan, gave
my garden, bought with my own means and called
Ashotonts, to Sourb Astvatzatzin, in return for which,
its brethren are obliged to hold divine services 8 days
a year: 3 days for Artashir, 2 for Abas, 2 for Sis and 1
for Gentut.

Published in: Sargissian, 181; Jalaliants, 44; Alishan, 120;

Emin, 56-57; Gevorgiants, 109; Basmajian, 148.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments of

Sargissian, Gevorgiants and Basmajian, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in

Armenian], 24.

15. Carved below the preceding one in 4 lines (annihilated):

Î³Ù³õ μ³ñ»ñ³ñÇÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û, »ë` ì³ñ¹³-

éáÛÍë, »õ ²ñß³Ï | »õ Êáñ¿Ý ÙÇ³μ³Ý»ó³ù Ç ë¥áõñ¤μ

áõËïë ´³·Ý³Ûñë, Ç Ó»éÝ Ñ³õñ êÇÙ»õáÝÇ ïí³ù

½ì³ñ¹»Ý³ó ÝáñùÝ Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í|³ÍÇÝë »õ

Ëáëï³ó³Ý ëå³ë³õáñù ëáñ³ Ç ï³ñÇÝ Ä´ ¥12¤

³õñ å³ï³ñ³·, ¸ ¥4¤ ì³ñ¹³éáÛÍÇÝ, ¸ ¥4¤ ²ß³-

Ï³, ¸ ¥4¤ Êáñ¿Ý³, | áñ Ë³μ³Ý»Ý, Ù»ñ Ù»Õ³óë

å³ñï³Ï³Ý ¿ ³é³çÇ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û:

Transl.: By the grace of the merciful Lord, Arshak,
Khoren and I, Vardaruytz, reached an agreement with
the holy monastery of Bagnayr and gave Father
Simeon a newly-planted orchard named Vardenats for
Sourb Astvatzatzin. Its brethren pledged themselves to

hold divine services 12 days a year: 4 days for
Vardaruytz, 4 for Arshak and 4 for Khoren. May those
who impede this atone for our sins before God.

Published in: Sargissian, 181; Jalaliants, 44; Alishan, 120;

Emin, 57; Gevorgiants, 110; Basmajian, 149.

Note: We are presenting Sargissian’s decipherment.

16. Inwardly carved on the southern wall in 3 lines (annihilated):

ºë` ´³ËïÇ³ñë, ÙÇ³μ³Ý»ó³ ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ë-

ïáõ³¤Í³ÍÝÇë »õ »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ·³ÝÓ³·ÇÝ ½³Û·ÇÝ Ç

´³·|ñ³ÝÇ, áñ ÏáãÇ î³÷Ï»Ýó, »õ ëå³ë³õáñùë Ñ³-

ïáõóÇÝ ÇÝÓ ¸ (4) ³õñ å³ï³ñ³· ³ÝË³÷³Ý:

...²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÝÇë ·Ý»óÇ ½Þ³ÑÏ³ÝÝ ½ÑáÕÝ,

áñ Û²·ñÏÇÝ »õ »ïáõ Ç ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïë ÛÇß³ï³Ï Ñá-

·á ÇÙá, Ç Û²éÇ×ù ½ë»÷³Ï³Ý ³Û·ÇÝ, áñ Ç μ³½áõÙ

Å³Ù³Ý³Ï³ó ³õï³ñ³ó»³É ¿ñ í»ñëïÇÝ Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓ

ÙÇ³μ³Ý³õùë í»ñëïÇÝ Ç ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïë:

Transl.: I, Bakhtiar, reached an agreement with
Sourb Astvatzatzin and gave the orchard named
Tapkents that I had purchased with my own means to
Bagran, in return for which, its brethren promised to
hold liturgies for 4 days unfailingly.

...For [the church of] Astvatzatzin, I purchased
Shahik’s land that is in the country and gave it to the
holy monastery in memory of my soul. [I also gave it]
my own orchard in Arijk, alienated a long time before.
Again to the holy monastery with the brethren...

Published in: Sargissian, 181-182; Jalaliants, 45; Alishan, 120;

Emin, 57; Gevorgiants, 110; Basmajian, 183.

17. Carved below the preceding one in 2 lines (annihilated):

ºë` ê³ñ·Çë, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ³Û·ÇÝ, áñ Ç Ø³ñÙ»ï Ç

í»ñ³ ºñ³ëË³, Ç ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïë Û³ÝáõÝ ÇÙ å³-

ï³ñ³·Ç ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë ¶ ¥3¤ ³õñ:

Transl.: I, Sargis, gave my orchard on the Yeraskh in
Marmet to the holy monastery for a divine service to be
held in my memory 3 days [a year].

Published in: Sargissian, 182; Jalaliants, 45; Alishan, 120;

Emin, 57; Gevorgiants, 110; Basmajian, 185.

18. Engraved below the preceding one in 2 lines (annihilated):

ºë` ê³ñÏ³õ³·ë, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ÓÇÃ|³ÑÝ³ó Ï¿ë

³ÏÝ, áñ Ç Î³ñáõó ¹ñ³ÝÝ, Û³ÝáõÝ ÇÙ å³ï³ñ³·Ç

ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë ¶ (3) ³õñ:

Transl.: I, Sarkavag, gave half ...of my creamery that
is near the gate of Kars: 3 days [a year] a divine serv-
ice is to be held in my memory.

Published in: Sargissian, 182; Jalaliants, 45; Alishan, 120;

Emin, 57; Gevorgiants, 110; Basmajian, 185.

19. Engraved below the preceding one in a single line (annihi-

lated):

ºë` ¶áÑ³ñÇÏë, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ïÝ»ñÝ Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ë-

ïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë Û³ÝáõÝ ÇÙ å¥³¤ï¥³¤ñ¥³¤·Ç ø¥ñÇë-

ïá¤ë ´ ¥2¤ ³õáõñ:

Transl.: I, Goharik, gave my houses to Sourb
Astvatzatzin for a divine service to be held in my mem-
ory 2 days [a year].
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Published in: Sargissian, 182; Jalaliants, 45; Alishan, 120;

Emin, 58; Gevorgiants, 110; Basmajian, 185-186.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

these sources, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 24. 

20. Engraved below the preceding one in a single line (annihi-

lated):

ºë` ÂáñáëáÝó ØËÇÃ³ñ, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ïáõÝÝ »õ »-

ïáõÝ ÇÝÓ ´ (2) ³õñ å³ï³ñ³·:

Transl.: I, Torosonts Mkhitar, gave my house and was
promised 2 days of a divine service.

Published in: Sargissian, 182; Jalaliants, 45; Alishan, 121;

Emin, 58; Gevorgiants, 110; Basmajian, 186.

21. Engraved below the preceding one in 2 lines (annihilated):

ºë` ÚáÑ³Ý¿ë, Â³¹¿áë|Ç áñ¹Çë, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ç³-

Õ³óÝ, áñ Ç ¶ÉÇÓáñÇÝ ½Ó³Ë ³Õ³óÝ, Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ ÇÝÓ

å³ï³ñ³· º (5):

Transl.: I, Tadevos’ son Hovhannes, gave my mill in
Glidzor... and was promised 5 days of a divine service.

Published in: Sargissian, 182; Jalaliants, 45; Alishan, 121;

Emin, 58; Gevorgiants, 110; Basmajian, 186.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

these sources, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 25.

22. Engraved below the preceding one in 3 lines (annihilated):

ºë` ÚáÑ³ÝÝ|¿ë, áñ¹Ç ²é³ù»ÉÇÝ, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ Ï¿ë

³ÏÝ ç³Õ³óÝ Ç ¶ÉÇÓáñÇÝ, áñ ÏáãÇ Ð³ï³õñÑÝÇÏ,

Û³ÝáõÝ ÇÙ å³ï|³ñ³·Ç ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë ´ (2):

Transl.: I, Arakel’s son Hovhannes, gave half... of my
mill in Glidzor that is called Hatorhnik in return for a
divine service to be held in my memory 2 days [a year].

Published in: Sargissian, 182; Jalaliants, 45; Alishan, 121;

Emin, 58; Gevorgiants, 110-111; Basmajian, 186-187.

23. Engraved below the preceding one in a single line (annihi-

lated):

ºë` ²éÇõÍë, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ïáõÝ Ç ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïë, áñ

ÁÝ¹¹¿Ù ø³Ñ³Ý»Ýó »Ï»Õ»óáÛÝ å³ï³ñ³·Ç ÇÝÓ

ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë, ³õñ ² (1):

Transl.: I, Aryutz, gave my house to the holy
monastery that is opposite Kahanents Church. [In
return] I was promised a divine service to be conduct-
ed in my memory a day [a year].

Published in: Sargissian, 182; Jalaliants, 45; Alishan, 121;

Emin, 58; Gevorgiants, 111; Basmajian, 187.

24. Engraved below the preceding one in a single line (annihi-

lated):

ºë` ì³ñ¹³ß³Ñë ³ßÝ³Ï»óÇ, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇ

³Û·ÇÝ Ç ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïë, Ñ³ïáõó ÇÝÓ ´ (2) å³ï³-

ñ³·:

Transl.: I, Vardashah from Ashnak, gave my paternal
orchard to the holy monastery, in return for which, I
was promised 2 liturgies.

Published in: Sargissian, 182; Jalaliants, 45; Alishan, 121;

Emin, 58; Gevorgiants, 111; Basmajian, 187.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

Gevorgiants and Jalaliants, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 25.

25. Engraved below the preceding one in 2 lines (annihilated):

ºë` ²õ»ïÇë, »õ Ð³½³ñ¹»Õë ïáõ³ù ½àõÕï³Ý³-

ïÇÝ Ï¿ëÝ Ç ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïë ³éÝ»Ý | Å³Ù Ç ï³ñÇÝ ´

(2) ³õñ ² (1) ²õ»ïÇóÝ, ² (1) Ð³½³ñ¹»ÕÇÝ, ³Û·ÇÝ

Ç Â³ÙÇñ:

Transl.: I, Hazardegh, and I, Avetis, gave half of
Ughtanat and an orchard in Tamir to the holy
monastery. Two days of a divine service annually: one
for Avetis and another for Hazardegh.

Published in: Sargissian, 182; Alishan, 121; Emin, 58;

Gevorgiants, 111; Basmajian, 187-188.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

these sources, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 25.

26. Engraved below the preceding one in 3 lines (annihilated):

ºë` ä»ïñáë, áñ¹Ç ä³õÕáëáÛ, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇ

³Û·ÇÝ Ç Û²õß³Ï³ÝÝ Ù³õï Ç ì³ñ¹»³Ýó, Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ |

Û²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë Ç Û³é³çÝáñ¹áõÃ»³Ý Ñ³Ûñ ...,

Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ Ç ï³ñÇÝ ¼ (6) ³õñ å³ï³ñ|³·  ² (1)

ÇÝÓ, ² (1) ²ëáõñ³ëï³Ý³, ² (1) ÇÙ Ñ³õñÝ, ²  (1)

Ð³ñÏ»õáñÇÝ, ² (1) øáÛñÏ³ÝÝ, ² (1) Ú³ÛëÙÏ³ÝÝ:

Transl.: I, Poghos’ son Petros, gave my paternal
orchard near the church of Vardiants Sourb Astvatza-
tzin in Oshakan, during the priorate of Father... in
return for which, I was promised 6 days of an annual
divine service, a day for each of Asurastan, my father,
Harkevor, Kuyrkan, Aysemkan and me.

Published in: Sargissian, 183; Jalaliants, 45; Alishan, 121;

Emin, 59; Gevorgiants, 111; Basmajian, 188.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

these sources, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 25.

27. Inwardly carved on the northern wall (on the northern wall
of the belfry [narthex]) in 9 lines (preserved):

àÎ|¸ (1215), | Ï³Ù³õ Ñá·áÛÝ ëñμáÛ, »ë` ï¥¿¤ñ

¶ñÇùáñ, í»ñ³Û¹ÇïáÕ Ù³Ûñ³ù³Õ³ùÇÝ ²|ÝáÛ, Ñ³ë-

ï³ï»ó³ù Ç Ù»ñ ë»÷³Ï³Ý áõËïë ë¥áõñ¤μ »Õμ³Û-

ñáõÃ»³Ùμë Ñ³Ý|¹»ñÓ, »Ã¿ áù Ç ÙÇ³μ³Ý³óë ÷áËÇ

Ç ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë, å³ï³ñ³· Ù³ïáõëó»Ý Ñ³õ|ñÝ ¸Ê,

ÇñÇóáÛÝ »õ ³μ»ÕÇÝ ¶Ê, ³ßË³ñÑ³Ï³Ý ³μ»ÕÇÝ

´Ê »õ ³Ù»Ý|³ÛÝ »Õμ³Ûñ ³õñ ÙÇ å³ï³ñ³· »õ áñ

ãÏ³ñ¿ Ä (10) Ï³ÝáÝ ³Õ³õÃù ³ñ³ë|ó¿, »Ã¿ áù Û³Ûë

Ï³ñ·»Éáóë å³Ï³ë»óáõëó¿ ËÕ×Ç Ç Ù»Õ³ó | å³ñ-

ï³Ï³Ý ¿ ³é³çÇ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û, ï¥¿¤ñ ³¥ëïáõ³¤Í

áÕáñÙ»³ Ø³ñ·³ñ¿ÇÝ, ³Ù¿Ý:

Transl.: In 664 (1215), by the grace of the Holy
Spirit, I, Father Grigor, the spiritual shepherd of the
capital city of Ani, and the holy brethren of our
monastery decided the following: if any of our monkery
departs this world, divine services should be held [as
follows]: 4 forty days’ prayers for the father superior,
3 for celibate priests and 2 for common monks. Each of
the brethren should serve a liturgy, and if any of them
is unable, they should read 10 canonical prayers. If
anybody reduces the number of these prayers, may they
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atone before God. Lord, may You have mercy upon
Margare. Amen.

Published in: Sargissian, 183; Jalaliants, 37-38; Alishan, 118;

Emin, 59. 

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

these sources, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 25.

28. Inwardly carved on the northern wall in 5 lines as the con-

tinuation of the preceding one (preserved):

ºë` Ê³ã»Õμ³Ûñ, áñ¹Ç ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ïñá, »õ ³-

ÙáõëÇÝ ÇÙ êÇëÙ³Ù ßÇÝ»ó³ù | ½·»ñ»½Ù³Ý³ó ÙÇÝ

»Ï»Õ»óÇÝ »õ ïáõ³ù ½Ù»ñ ï³×³ñÝ »õ ½ê³|ñ³õáÛÃÝ

»õ Ç Ý»ñù»õÝ ïáõÝ Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë, »õ

Ñ³Ûñ êÇÙ»õáÝ »õ | ³ÛÉ »Õμ³ñùë ÷áË³ñ¿Ý Ñ³ïáõ-

óÇÝ Û³Ù¿Ý ³ÙÇ ¼ ¥6¤ ³õñ Å³Ù, ¶ ¥3¤ ³õñ | Ê³ã»Õ-

μ³õñÝ, ¶ ¥3¤ êÇëÙ³ÙÇÝ, Ï³ï³ñÇãù ·ñÇë ³õñÑÝ»ë-

óÇÝ Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û:

Transl.: My spouse Sismam and I, Astvatzatur’s son
Khachyeghbayr, built a church in the cemetery and
gave Sourb Astvatzatzin [Church] our mansion togeth-
er with a lofty tower and an abode located below. In
return for that, Father Simeon and the other brethren
pledged themselves to conduct divine services 6 days a
year: 3 for Khachyeghbayr and 3 for Sismam. May
those who observe this be blessed by God.

Published in: Jalaliants, 38; Sargissian, 183; Emin, 59;

Basmajian, 163-164.

29. Inwardly carved on the northern wall of the narthex in 6 lines

as the continuation of the preceding one (preserved):

²Ýáõ³ÙμÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û μÝ³ÏÇãù ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïÇë

ï¥¿¤ñ øñÇëï³÷áñ »õ ¶³Ù³ÕÇ¿É í³ñ¹|³å»ïë ³-

Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ÙÇ³μ³Ý³õùë ½³Ûë Ïï³Ï ³ÝçÝç»ÉÇ Ñ³ë-

ï³ï»ó³ù, »Ã|¿ áù Ç ÙÇ³μ³Ý³óë ÷áËÇ ³é ø¥ñÇë-

ïá¤ë, ½ÇÝã áñ ³Ý¹³ñÓ ³éÝ¿ »õ Çõñ Ñá·áÛÝ ï»ëá|¥Õ

ÙÇ áù ÇßË¤»ëó¿ Ë³÷³Ý»É á°ã å³ïñáÝ, á°ã Ñ³Ûñ, á°ã

ÙÇ³μ³Ý, ³å³ ¿Ã¿ Éáõ|¥Í³Ý»¤Ý Û»ñÇó ë¥áõñ¤μ ÅáÕá-

íáÛÝ, Ý½áí»³É »ÕÇóÇÝ Ñá·õáí »õ Ù³ñÙÝáí. ½Úáíë¿÷

| ·ñÇã ï¥¿¤ñ ÛÇß»³:

Transl.: In the name of God, the inhabitants of this
holy monastery, Father Christapor and Archimandrite
Gamaghiel, as well as all the brethren firmly confirmed
the following as a covenant: if any of the monks yields
up his spirit to Christ, we should make up a will and
appoint an executor for it and nobody should dare
break it: neither the patron, nor the father superior and
monks. And if they do not observe the laws of the holy
assembly, may they be cursed by the [holy] fathers of
the three [holy] synods, spiritually and corporally.
May you remember scribe Hovsep in your prayers.

Published in: Jalaliants, 38; Sargissian, 183; Alishan, 118;

Emin, 60; Basmajian, 165-166.

30. Four lines inwardly carved on the northern wall, below the

preceding one, as its continuation (partly annihilated):

¥Î³Ù¤³õÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »ë` Ê³ãïáõñ, ¿ïáõ ½Øáõ-

ÉáõùÇÝ ÑáÕÝ, áñ Â»Õ»Ý»³ó | ¥³Û·¤áÛÝ Ç Ñ»ï ¿, Ç

´·Ý³Ûñ, Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë, »õ Ñ³Ûñ ²μ-

ñ³Ñ³Ù »õ | ¥»Õμ¤³ñùë ÷áË³ñ¿Ý Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ ´ ¥2¤

³õñ Å³Ù, ² ¥1¤ ÇÝÓ, ² ¥1¤ ïÇÏÝáçÝ, | ¥áñ Ñ³ë¤ï³-

ïáõÝ å³Ñ¥»Ý¤ ³õñÑÝÇÝ Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û:

Transl.: By the grace of God, I, Khachtur, gave the
plot of Muluk that is behind the orchard of Teghenyats,
to Sourb Astvatzatzin of Bagnayr. In return for that,
Father Abraham and the brethren pledged themselves
to hold liturgies 2 days [a year], one for each of my
spouse and me. May those who observe this pledge
firmly be blessed by God.

Published in: Jalaliants, 38; Sargissian, 186; Emin, 64;

Basmajian, 167-168.

31. Carved beneath the southern mural arch of the eastern wall

(On the eastern wall left of the church entrance, inside the belfry
[narthex]) in 8 lines (preserved):

Æ Ãáõ¥Ç¤Ý | àÒ´ ¥1233¤, | ßÝáñÑÇõÝ ø¥ñÇëïáë¤Ç Ç

ï¿ñáõÃ»³Ý ï»ÕáÛë ¶ñÇ·áñÇ Ù³·ÇëïñáëÇ áñ¹áÛ

²åáõÕ³ÙñÇ »õ Û³é³|çÝáñ¹áõÃ»¥³Ý¤ë Ñ³õñ êÇÙ¿á-

ÝÇ, »ë` ê³ñ·Çë, ÌÙ³ÏÇÝ ³õ³·»ñ¿ó, áñ¹Ç ¶ñÇ·áñ

ù³Ñ³Ý³Ç, »ïáõ ½Ç|Ù ·³ÝÓ³·ÇÝ Ñ³Ûñ¿ÝÇù ³Û·ÇÝ

½ÞÇç³ÝÏÇ ½Ü»ñùÇ ¹»ÑÝ Çõñ Í³ÕÏáóáíÝ, Çõñ ãáñ»-

ëÇÝ ³÷Ý»ñ|áíÝ Ç ë¥áõñ¤μ Ù³Ûñë ÉáõëáÛ, »õ ëáù³ ÷á-

Ë³ñ¿Ýë Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ Û³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ³ÙÇ áõÃ ³õñ Û³ÝáõÝ

ÇÙ å³ï³ñ|³·»É ½ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë »õ ³ÛÉ »ïáõ ½ø³ñ·-

½»Ù³ ïÝ»ñÝ, ½Ç áõñ ÇÝÓ í³Ë×³Ý ÉÇÝÇ ·Çß»ñ³-

å³ßï³õÝ »õ Ù³ï³Õ ³éÝ»Ý | Ï³ï³ñÇãùÝ »õ Ñ³ë-

ï³ïáõÝ å³ÑáÕùÝ ³õñÑÝ»ëóÇÝ Ç ø¥ñÇëïáë¤¿ ³¥ë-

ïáõÍá¤Û:

Transl.: In the year 682 (1233), by the grace of
Christ, during the governorship of Grigor the Master,
Apughamer’s son, and in the days of Prior Simeon, I,
Sargis, archpriest of Tzmak and the son of Priest
Grigor, gave my orchard, bought with my own means,
the lower portion of the land of Shijank together with a
flower garden and everything adjacent from four sides
to the Holy Mother of Light [namely, Sourb
Astvatzatzin Church]. In return for this, they pledged
themselves to hold 8 divine services a year. And I also
gave it the houses in Kargzema so that wherever I died,
vespers should be held for the destitute and in my mem-
ory. May those who observe this pledge unfailingly be
blessed by Christ the Lord.

Published in: Jalaliants, 41-42; Sargissian, 185; Emin, 62;

Basmajian, 157-158.

32. Carved beneath the southern mural arch of the eastern wall

in 4 lines as the continuation of the preceding one (preserved):

ºë` Ð³ë³Ý ÏáÕμóÇ, áñ¹Ç ØËÇÃ³ñ³ Áé³ÇëÇÝ,

ÃáéÝ Ð³Ù¿ÉÇÝ, ³å³õÇÝ»ó³Û Ç êáõñμ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³-

ÍÇÝë »õ Û³|ÛÉ ëáõñμùë »õ í³ëÝ ÷ñÏáõÃ»³Ý Ñá·áó

Ù»ñáó »ïáõ ½Ù»ñ ·³ÝÓ³·ÇÝ Ñ³Ûñ¿ÝÇùë ÏÇÝÝ ½Ï¿ë

¹³Ý|ÏÝ Ç ë¥áõñ¤μ ÛáõËïë »õ É»ñ³ÙμùÝ, »õ ëáù³ ÷á-

Ë³ñ¿Ýë Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ Ç ï³ñÇÝ ï³ëÝ å³ï³ñ³·,
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½áõÃ ³õñÝ Ð³|Ù¿ÉÇ` ÇÙ »Õμ³õñÝ »õ ½»ñÏáõëÝ Î³-

ï³ÇÝ, Ï³ï³ñÇãù ·ñÇë ³õñÑÝÇÝ Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »õ ³-

Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ëñμáó, ³Ù¿Ý:

Transl.: I, Hasan from Koghb, the son of Village
Head Mkhitar and the grandson of Hamel, pinned all
my hopes on the Holy Virgin and other saints and gave
my plot of land, bought with my own means, at half a

dank, to the holy monastery... In return, they promised
me ten liturgies a year: eight for my brother Hamel and
two for Kata. May those who observe this pledge be
blessed by God and all saints. Amen.

Published in: Jalaliants, 42; Sargissian, 185; Emin, 62;

Basmajian, 188-189.
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33. Carved beneath the southern mural arch of the eastern wall

in 7 lines as the continuation of the preceding one (preserved):

àÒ´ ¥1233¤, | Ï³Ù³õù Ù³ñ¹³ëÇñÇÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û

»ë` ì³ñÑ³Ù, áñ¹Ç ØËÇÃ³ñ³, ÃáéÝ ²õ¿ï»³óÝ

â¿ãÏ³Ýó, »õ ½Çõ·|³ÏÇó ÇÙ ö³éÓ³ÝÓë ÙÇ³μ³Ý»-

ó³ù ë¥áõñ¤μ Ù³õñ ÉáõëáÛ, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ·³ÝÓ³·ÇÝ ÏáõÕ-

å³ÏÝ | Ç öáÕáóÏï»ñÝ, áñ Ç ÂáñáëáÝó ÏáõÕå³ÏÇÝ

í»ñ³ ¿, »õ ½³ÛÝ ïáõÝÝ, áñ ê»õùÃ»Ýó ÑÙÝ³ÏÇó ¿ »õ

Ç | í»ñ³ÛÝ ÏáõÕå³ÏÝ »Ù ßÇÝ³Í, »õ ëáù³ Ñ³Ûñ êÇ-

Ù¿áÝ »õ ÙÇ³μ³Ýùë ÷áË³ñ¿Ýë Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ Ù»½ Û³-

Ù|»Ý³ÛÝ ³ÙÇ ï³õÝ»É »ñÏáõ ³õñ å³ï³ñ³·, ½áõÃÝ

ì³Ññ³Ù³, »ñ»ùÝ ö³é³ÝóÇÝ, ½ÙÇÝÝ Ø³Ùù³ÝÇÝ,

³ñ¹ »Ã|¿ áù Û³é³çÝáñ¹³ó ï»ÕáÛë ½·ñ»³Éë Ë³-

÷³Ý¿ Ï³Ù Í³Ë¿, Ù»ñ Ù»Õ³óÝ å³ï³ëË³Ý ï³-

ó»Ý Û³ï»ÝÇÝ ø¥ñÇëïáë¤Ç:
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Transl.: In 682 (1233), by the grace of the merciful
Lord, my spouse Pardzandz and I, Varham, the son of
Mkhitar and the grandson of Chechkants Avetiants,
reached an agreement with the Holy Mother of Light
[namely Sourb Astvatzatzin Church] and gave it my
booth, bought with my own means in Poghotskter,
above the store belonging to Toros’ kin, as well as a
house neighbouring that of Sevktents, above which the
shop is built. In return for this, they, Father Simeon and
the monks, promised to conduct divine services every

year: 8 for Vahram, 3 for Parants and one for Mamkan.
If any of the priors of this place does not observe this
or sells [the donations], may they atone for our sins
before Christ.

Published in: Jalaliants, 42; Sargissian, 184; Alishan, 121-122;

Emin, 61; Basmajian, 158-159.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

these sources, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 28.

34. Carved beneath the southern mural arch of the eastern wall

in 5 lines as the continuation of the preceding one (preserved):
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Î³Ù³õùÝ ø¥ñÇëïáë¤Ç ³Ûë Ù»ñ ·Çñ ¿ ëáõñμ áõË-

ïÇë Ñ³õñ êÇÙ¿áÝÇ »õ ÙÇ³μ³Ý ëå³ë³õáñ³ó

ëñμáóë. ½»|ñ¹ áñ Ê³ã¿ñ»ëÝ` ì³ñ¹ÇÝ áñ¹ÇÝ, Ç

ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë ÷áË»ó³õ »õ ½Çõñ ·³ÝÓáí ßÇÝ³Í

ïÝ»ñÝ Ç ·³Õï ¹é³ÝÝ Ë»ã »ñ»ï | Ç ë¥áõñ¤μ Ù³Ûñë

ÉáõëáÛ, ³å³ ¹³éÝ Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÇ Ñ³Ý¹Çå»ó³ù ëáíá

»õ ëñá »õ ·»ñáõÃ»³Ý, Í³Ë»ó³ù »õ Ç ëñμáóë Ç

å¿|ïë ³Ýóáõó³ù »õ ÷áË³ñ¿Ýë Ñ³ïáõó³ù Û³Ù»-

Ý³ÛÝ ³ÙÇ »ñ»ù ³õñ å³ï³ñ³·, ½»ñÏáõëÝ Ê³ã»-

ñ¿ëÇÝ »õ ½Ù¿ÏÝ | ³ÙáõëÝá ÇõñáÛ` ØÉù»ñáÛÝ, »Ã¿ áù

½·ñ»³Éë Ù»ñ ³Ý÷áÛÃ ³éÝ¿ »õ Ë³÷³Ý¿, Û»ñÇó

ë¥áõñ¤μ ÅáÕáíáÛÝ Ý½áí»³É »ÕÇóÇÝ, ³Ù¿Ý:

Transl.: By the grace of Christ, this is our piece of
writing agreed upon with Father Superior Simeon and
the holy monkery. Thus, when Khacheres, Vard’s son,
yielded up his spirit to Christ, he bequeathed his hous-
es, built with his own means close to the secret gate, to
the Holy Mother of Light [namely Sourb Astvatzatzin
Church]. Then bitter times of famine, slaughters and
captivity befell us and we sold all of them for the needs
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of the holy men. In return, they promised 3 days of a
divine liturgy annually: 2 for Khacheres and 1 for his
spouse Mlker. If anybody ignores this record and
impedes its fulfillment, may they be cursed by the three
holy synods. Amen.

Published in: Jalaliants, 42-43; Sargissian, 184; Alishan, 121-

118; Emin, 61; Gevorgiants, 107-108; Basmajian, 160-161.

35. Carved beneath the southern mural arch of the eastern wall

in 4 lines as the continuation of the preceding one (preserved):

àÕáñÙáõÃ»³ÙμÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »ë` ²õ³·ïÇÏÇÝ,

¹áõëïñ ¶áñ·Ï³ÝÝ, ÙÇ³μ³Ý»ó³ ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïÇë »õ

½ÇÙ ½Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇ Ï¿ë ³ÏÝ | ÓÇÃ³Ñ³ÝùÝ, áñ Ç ÛÇÙ Ç

ÍÝáÕ³óÝ Ç åë³ÏÇ Ý»ñù»õ ÇÝÓ μ³ÅÇÝù ¿ñ Ñ³ë»É,

»ïáõ Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë, »õ Ñ³Ûñ êÇÙ¿áÝ

ÙÇ|³μ³Ý³õùë ÷áË³ñ¿Ýë Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ Ù»½ Û³Ù»-

Ý³ÛÝ ³ÙÇ ÑÇÝ· ³õñ å³ï³ñ³·, ½»ñ»ù ³õñÝ ²õ³·-

ïÇÏÝ³ »õ ½ÙÇÝÝ ¶áñ·|Ï³ÝÝ »õ ½Ù¿ÏÝ Â³×»ñáÛÝ,

»Ã¿ áù ½ÛÇß³ï³Ïë Ù»ñ Ë³÷³Ý¿, Ù»ñ Ù»Õ³óÝ Ñ³-

Ù³ñë ï³ó»Ý ³é³çÇ ø¥ñÇëïáë¤Ç: Ø³Ý³ë¿ ·ñÇã:

Transl.: By the grace of God, I, lady Avag, Gorgik’s
daughter, reached an agreement with the holy monas-

tery and gave half ...of my paternal  creamery, forming
my dowry upon my marriage, to Sourb Astvatzatzin
Church. In return, Prior Simeon and the monks prom-
ised to celebrate five masses a year in our memory:
three for lady Avag, one for Gorgik and another for
Tajer. If anybody neglects our memory, may they atone
for our own sins before Christ. Scribe Manase.

Published in: Jalaliants, 43; Sargissian, 185; Emin, 61-62;

Basmajian, 164-165.

36. Carved beneath the northern built-in-wall arch of the eastern

wall in 6 lines (preserved):

Âá¥õÇÝ¤ | àÒ¶ ¥1234¤, | ßÝáñÑÇõÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »ë`

Þ³ñ³÷ß³Ñ, áñ¹Ç ²åÇñ³ïÇÝ, »ïáõ Ù»ñ ë»÷³-

Ï³Ý »Ï»Õ»ó|Çë Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë ¶ ¥3¤

³ÏÝ ç³Õ³ó Ç ÞÇñ³Ïáõ³ÝÇÝ »õ ½Ê³ãÇÝ Ù³ñ·Ý, »õ

ëå³ë³õáñ¥ù¤ë Ñ³Ûñ | êÇÙ»áÝ »õ ³ÛÉ ÙÇ³μ³Ýùë

÷áË³ñ»Ý Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ ÇÝÓ ÄÀ ¥18¤ ³õñ Å³Ù, Ä ¥10¤

³õñ ÇÝÓ, ¶ ¥3¤ Î³õÃ¿ÉÇÝ, | ´ ¥2¤ ÎÇõñÇÏ¿Ç, ² ¥1¤

Ð³ë³Ý³, ´ ¥2¤ ²ÇË³ÃáõÝÇÝ:

Transl.: In the year 683 (1234), by the grace of God,
I, Sharapshah, Apirat’s son, gave our church of Sourb
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Astvatzatzin 3 ... of creameries in Shirakvan together
with the meadow of Khach [Cross], in return for which,
Prior Simeon and the other brethren pledged them-
selves to conduct 18 divine liturgies [a year]: 3 for
Kotel, 2 for Kyurike, 1 for Hasan, 2 for Aykhatun and
10 for me.

Published in: Jalaliants, 39-40; Sargissian, 185-186; Emin, 63;

Basmajian, 161-162.

Note: Jalaliants’ decipherment contains a lot of mistakes. Certain

minor omissions are also found in that offered by Sargissian.

37. Carved beneath the northern mural arch of the eastern wall

of the narthex in 4 lines as the continuation of the preceding one (pre-

served):

ºë` Â³·á¥õ¤ÑÇ, ½áõ·³ÏÇó Þ³ñ³÷ß³ÑÇÝ, »ïáõ

| ½Ë³ã Ù»Í³Í³Ë »õ ³õ»ï³ñ³Ý, ê³éÁ× ÷áÕáóÇÝ

ÏáõÕå³ÏÇ í»ñ, Ç ÞÇñ³Ïáõ³ÝÇÝ | ½Ù³ñ·Ý, áñ

ÖÉáõï ÏáãÇ, ÷áË³ñ»Ý Ñ³ïáõó ÇÝÓ ¼ ¥6¤ ³õñ å³-

ï³ñ³·, º ¥5¤ ÇÝÓ, ² ¥1¤ ³õñÝ Ø³|Ùáõ½ÇÝ:

Transl.: I, Sharapshah’s spouse Taguhi, gave [the
church] a precious cross together with a Gospel and a
meadow called Jlut in Shirakvan, above a booth in
Sarej Street. In return, I was promised 6 days of divine
liturgies: one for Mamuz and five for me.

Published in: Jalaliants, 39-40; Sargissian, 186; Emin, 63;

Basmajian, 162-163.

38. Carved beneath the northern mural arch of the eastern wall

of the narthex in 3 lines as the continuation of the preceding one (pre-

served): 

ºë` Â³ÇÏ Ã³·á¥õ¤ÑÇ, ¹áõëïñ Þ³ñ³÷ß³ÑÇ, »-

ïá¥õ¤ »ñÏá¥õ¤ ÏáõÕå³Ï ÛÇÙ ÏáõÕå³Ï|³ÝáÛÝ, áñ Ç

Ü³ÉåÝ¹ÝáóÇÝ ¨ ²é³ù»É, ¨ Ñ³Ûñ êÇÙ»áÝ ¨ ³ÛÉ

ÙÇ³μ³Ýùë ÷áË³ñ¿Ý Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ | ÇÝÓ À ¥8¤ ³õñ

å³ï³ñ³·, Ï³ï³ñÇãù ·ñ»áÛë ³õñÑÝ»³É »ÕÇóÇÝ

Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û:

Transl.: I, Sharapshah’s daughter Taik Taguhi, gave
[the church] two of my booths that are in Nalpendnots.
And Arakel, Prior Simeon and the other monks pledged
themselves to conduct divine services 8 days [a year].
May those who observe this pledge be blessed by God.

Published in: Jalaliants, 39-40; Sargissian, 186; Emin, 63;

Basmajian, 163.

39. Carved beneath the northern mural arch of the eastern wall

of the narthex in 6 lines as the continuation of the preceding one (pre-

served):
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âÄ² ¥1262¤, ßÝáñÑÇõÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »ë` Â³ÇÏë,

¹áõëïñ Þ³ñ³åß³ÑÇÝ, »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ·³ÝÓ³·ÇÝ Ñ³Û-

ñ¿Ý|ÇùÝ ½ÜáñëÝ Ç Ù»ñ ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïë Ç ´·Ý³Ûñë Ç

ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë, »õ Ñ³Ûñ ²μñ³Ñ³Ù »õ

³ÛÉ ÙÇ³μ³Ý»³É ë¥áõñ¤μ | »Õμ³Ûñùë ÷áË³ñ¿Ý Ñ³-

ïáõóÇÝ Û³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ³ÙÇ Ä ¥10¤ ³õñ å³ï³ñ³·, À

¥8¤ ³õñÝ ÇÝÓ ³éÝ»Ý Â³ÇÏ³Ýë | »õ ´ ¥2¤ ³õñÝ ¶ñÇ-

·áñáõ, ³ñ¹ áñù Ï³ï³ñ»Ý »õ Ñ³ëï³ï å³Ñ»Ý,

³õñÑÝ»³É »ÕÇóÇÝ Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û, Ñ³ëï³ï¿ | ³Ù»-

Ý³ÛÝ ³Ý¹³ëï³Ý³õùÝ ÑáÕáíÝ »õ çñáíÝ ÙÇÝã Ç ·³-

Éáõëï áñ¹áÛÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û, ½êÇÙ¿áÝ ·ñÇã ÛÇß»

í¥³¤ë¥Ý¤ | ï¥»³é¤Ý:

Transl.: In 711 (1262), by the grace of God, I,
Sharapshah’s daughter Taik, gave my plot of land in
Nors, bought with my own means, to our holy monas-
tery, Sourb Astvatzatzin of Bagnayr, and Father
Abraham and the other brethren promised 10 liturgy
days every year: 2 for Grigor and 8 for me, Taik. May
those who observe this pledge be blessed by God. May
it be kept intact together with all the fields and waters
until the Advent of the Son of God. May you remember
scribe Simeon.

Published in: Jalaliants, 40; Sargissian, 187; Emin, 65;

Basmajian, 169-170.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

these sources, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 31.

40. Carved beneath the northern mural arch of the eastern wall

of the narthex in 4 lines as the continuation of the preceding one

(preserved):

Î³Ù³õÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »ë` Îáëï»ñë ÍÙ³Ï»óÇ, ³-

å³õÇÝ»ó³Û Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë ½ÑÇõñ³-

ïáõÝÝ, áñ | äÇã³ñ»Ýó ÏáãÇ, áñ Í³Ë»É ¿ÇÝ í³Ý¿-

óÇùÝ, »õ ¹³ñÓáõóÇ Ç í³Ýùë »õ ¿ïáõ ·ÇÝ | ä ¥800¤

ëå¥Çï³Ï¤, Ñ³Ûñë »õ í³ñ¹³å»ïùë »õ ³ÛÉ »Õμ³ñùë

÷áË³ñ¿Ý Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ ÇÝÓ Ç ï³ñÇÝ ´ ¥2¤ ³|õñ Å³Ù,

³ñ¹ ¿Ã¿ áù ½ÛÇß³ï³Ïë:

Transl.: By the grace of God, I, Koster from Tzmak,
pinned my hopes on Sourb Astvatzatzin [Church] and
gave a guest house called Picharents to it. I bought it
from some people from Van at 800..., in return for
which, the father superior, archimandrites and other
brethren pledged themselves to conduct liturgies in my
memory 2 days a year. If anybody... memory...

Published in: Jalaliants, 41; Sargissian, 187; Emin, 65;

Basmajian, 176-177.

Note: Sargissian is right to state that the engraver left the inscrip-

tion incomplete. The decipherments offered by these sources contain

certain misread parts.

41. Engraved on the capital of the northern pilaster adjoining the

eastern wall and on the lower part of the mural arch in 12 lines (pre-

served):

âÄ² ¥1262¤, | Ï³Ù³õÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »ë` ²åáõ|-

Õ³Ùñ, áñ¹Ç Ø³ùÇëï|ñáëÇ, ÃáéÝ ì³ñÑ³Ù Ç|ßË³-

ÝÇÝ, í³ëÝ Ç ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë Ûá|ÛëáÛÝ »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ·³|Ý-

Ó³·ÇÝ Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇùÝ | ½Î³ÕÕáõó Ï¿ëÝ Çõñ | ÑáÕáíÝ áõ

çñáíÝ Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ | ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³Ù³Ûñë Ç Ù»ñ ë¥áõñ¤μ

áõËïë, áñ Ù³õï Ç øñÇëïáë ½|÷áË³ñ¿ÝÝ Ç ÛÇÙ

Ù³ÛñÝ í×³ñ¿ Ç Ø³Ùù³Ý, | Ñ³ëï³ï ¿ ÙÇÝã Ç øñÇë-

ïáë, ½êÇÙ¿áÝ ·ñÇãë Çß¥»ó¿ù¤:

Transl.: In 711 (1262), by the grace of God, I,
Magistros’ son and Prince Varham’s grandchild
Apughamer, pinned my hopes on Christ and gave half
of my patrimonial estate, bought with my own means,
Kaghghuts, with its lands and waters, to Sourb
Astvatzamayr [Church] of our holy monastery... May it
be kept intact until [the advent of] Christ. May you
remember scribe Simeon.

Published in: Jalaliants, 40; Sargissian, 188; Emin, 66;

Basmajian, 170-171.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

Sargissian and Jalaliants, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 33. 

42. Engraved on the capital of the southern pilaster adjoining the

eastern wall and on the lower part of the mural arch (On the eastern
pillar left of the arch) in 13 lines (preserved):

âÄ¼ ¥1267¤, | Ï³Ù³õÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »ë` ²åá|õ-

Õ³Ùñ, áñ¹Ç Ø³ùÇë|ïñáëÇ, áñ ·Ý»óÇ ½Ï|¿ë Î³Õ-

ÕáõóÝ Ç îÇ·ñ|³Ý³Ýó »õ »ïáõ Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ | ²¥ëïáõ³¤-

Í³ÍÇÝë Ç Ù»ñ ë¥áõñ¤μ | áõËïë, áñ ½÷áË³ñ|¿ÝÝ

Ù³õï Ç øñÇëïáë Ç ì³ñÑ³|Ù ÇßË³ÝÝ Ç ÛÇÙ »Õ-

μ³|ÛñÝ í×³ñ¿, Ñ³ëï³ï ¿ ÙÇÝã Ç ·³Éáõë|ï áñ¹õáÛÝ

³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û μáÉáñ ³Ù¿Ý ·»ÕÝ, êÇÙ¿áÝ | ·ñÇã:

Transl.: In 716 (1267), by the grace of God, I,
Magistros’ son Apughamer, bought half of Kaghghuts
from Tigran’s kinsfolk and gave it to Sourb Astvatzatzin
[Church] of our holy monastery. ...May it be kept intact
until the Advent of the Son of God in all villages. Scribe
Simeon.

Published in: Jalaliants, 41; Sargissian, 186; Emin, 64;

Basmajian, 168-169.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

Sargissian, Jalaliants and Basmajian, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in

Armenian], 33.

43. Carved on the west-looking face of the lower part of the arch

forming the underdome square which rests on the north-eastern col-

umn. Originally comprising 17 lines, almost 8 of which are preserved

now, the initial and final ones being damaged:

âÆ ¥1271¤, | [ßÝáñÑÇõÝ ³ëïáõÍáÛ »ë` ²É|¿ùë í³-

×³é³Ï³Ý, áñ¹|Ç Ô³½³ñáõ, ÙÇ³μ³Ý»ó|³Û ëáõñμ

²ëïáõ³Í³ÍÝÇë, »ïáõ | ì»ñÇ Ë]³ã ½÷á[ÕáóÇ] |

ÏáõÕå³Ï ÙÇ ëÏÇ ÙÇ ³ñÍ|³ÃÇ, »õ Ñ³Ûñ ²μñ³|Ñ³Ù

¶¥¿¤áñ· í³ñ¹³å»ï|ë ¨ ³ÛÉ ÙÇ³μ³Ýùë ÷á|Ë³ñ¿Ý

Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ Ç ï³ñ|ÇÝ Ä´ ¥12¤ å³ï³ñ³·, ² ¥1¤

Ô³½|³ñáõ, ² ¥1¤ Êáó³ï»ÕÇÝ, ² ¥1¤ | [êÇ¿ïÇóÝ], ²

¥1¤ Â³Ù³ÙÇ|Ý, [² ¥1¤ Â³·»ñáóÝ, ² ¥1¤ ì³ñ|¹¿

ïÇÏÝ³Û, ² ¥1¤ ¾μñÇ³Ýá|ëÇ, ¶ ¥3¤ Êáó³ïÇÕÇÝ, ²

¥1¤ Ø³Ù³ÃÇÝ, ² ¥1¤ Ð³Ù³ëÇ áñ¹õáÛÝ, áñ ½÷áË³-

ñ¿Ý Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ Ï³ï³ñÇãù ³õñÑÝÇÝ Û³ëïáõÍáÛ]:

Transl.: In 720 ¥1271¤, by the grace of God, I, mer-
chant Alek, Ghazar’s son, reached an agreement with
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Sourb Astvatzatzin and gave it a booth in Veri Khach
Street together with a silver chalice. In return, Father
Abraham, Archimandrite Gevorg and the other
brethren pledged themselves to conduct 12 liturgies a
year: 1 for each of Ghazar, Khotsategh, Sietits, Tamam,
Tagerots, lady Varde, Ebrianos, Mamat and Hamas’
son and 3 for Khotsatigh. May those who observe this
pledge be blessed by God.

Published in: Jalaliants, 40-41; Basmajian, 179-180.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

Jalaliants and Basmajian, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 33-34. We

have completed the missing parts according to  Jalaliants’ and

Basmajian’ decipherments.

44. Inwardly carved on the southern wall in 5 lines (annihilated):

àÔ² ¥1242¤, Ï³Ù³õ ³Ý»ÕÇÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »ë`

Ø³Ý·ï³í³·ë, áñ¹Ç Ê³Ù³ñï³õÉÇÝ Ùß»óÇ, ÙÇ³Û|-

μ³Ý»ó³ ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÝÇë »õ »ïáõ ÁÝÓ³Û

Ö ¥100¤ ¹³Ñ»Ï³Ý, Ñ³Ûñë` | Øáõë, í¥³ñ¤¹¥³¤-

å¥»ï¤ùë »õ ³ÛÉ ÙÇ³Ûμ³Ýùë ÷áË³ñ¿Ý Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ

ÇÝÓ Ç ï³ñÇÝ Ç ï³|õÝÇ ë¥áõñ¤μ ê³ñ·ëÇ ´ ¥2¤ ³õñ

å³ï³ñ³·»É Û³ÝáõÝ ÇÙ ½ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë, ¹³ïÇ ·ñÇã:

Transl.: In 691 (1242), by the grace of imperishable
God, I, Mangtavag, the son of Khamartol from Moosh,
reached an agreement with Sourb Astvatzatzin and
donated 100 dahekans to it. In return, Father Superior
Mus, the archimandrites and other brethren promised
to hold liturgies in my memory 2 days a year, on the
feast day of St. Sargis...

Published in: Jalaliants, 44; Sargissian, 186; Museum of Art and

Literature, G. Srvandztian Fund, section 1, file 17, p. 14; Srapian, “A

Bulletin,” 112; Emin, 63; Basmajian, 180-181.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

Basmajian, Srapian and Sargissiants, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in

Armenian], 34.

45. Inwardly carved on the northern wall in 13 lines (annihilated):

âÄ² ¥1262¤, | Ç í»ñ³¹ÇïáÕáõÃ»³Ý Ù³Ûñ³ù³-

Õ³ùÇë ²Ýáõ ï¿ñ ê³ñ·ëÇ ï¥»³é¤Ý ï»ÕáÛë | ßÝáñ-

ÑÇõÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »ë` ¶³ñ¿·áÛÝ ¿ñ¿ó, áñ¹Ç Ø³Ý·ÇÏ

ÇñÇóáõ, »õ ³ÙáõëÇÝ ÇÙ` | Ø³ñ»³Ù, ÙÇ³μ³Ý»ó³ù Ç

ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë »õ »ïáõ ½ÇÙ ·³ÝÓ³·ÇÝ

·»ÕÝ ½Üáñ|³ÕμáÛñÇÏ Çõñ ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ³Ý¹³ëï³-

Ý³õù, áñ μÝ³Ï³Ý É»³É ¿, ÙÇ ï³õÝ³Ï³Ý Ù³Ï³Õ³Ã,

ÙÇ | ³õ»ï³ñ³Ý áëÏ¿ïáõ÷ ÇÙ ·³ÝÓáí ·Ý³Í, í³ëÝ
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Û»ñÏ³ñ Ï»Ý¹³ÝáõÃ»³Ý å³ïñáÝ³ó | ÇÙáó »õ ÛÇß³-

ï³Ï ÍÝáÕ³ó` Ø³ÝÏ³ÝÝ »õ Â³×»ñáÛÝ, »õ Ñ³Ûñ ²μ-

ñ³Ñ³Ù »õ Úáõë|¿÷ ÷³Ï³Ï³É »õ ³ÛÉ ë¥áõñ¤μ »Õ-

μ³Ûñùë ÷áË³ñ¿Ý Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ Ç ï³õÝÇ ù³é³ëÝÇóÝ

¼ ¥6¤ | ³õñ å³ï³ñ³· Û³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ³ÙÇ ´ ¥2¤ ¶³ñ¿-

·áÛÝÇÝ, ´ ¥2¤ Ø³ñ»Ù³, ² ¥1¤ Ø³ÝÏÏ³ÝÝ, ² ¥1¤

Â³×»ñáõÝ, ³ñ¹ ¿Ã¿ áù ½Ù»ñ å³ï³ñ³·|Ý Ë³÷³-

Ý¿ Ï³Ù ½Ù»ñ ³õ»ï³ñ³ÝÝ Ï³Ù ½ï³õÝ³Ï³ÝÝ Ç

ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÝ¿ë Ç Ù»ñ ·»ñ»½Ù³Ý|¿ë

Ñ³Ý¿, Û»ñÇó ë¥áõñ¤μ ÅáÕáíáóÝ Ý½áí»³É »ÕÇóÇ

Ñá·áí »õ Ù³ñÙÝáí, »õ áñù Ñ³ëï³ï | å³Ñ»Ý,

³õñÑÝ»³É »ÕÇóÇÝ Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û, ³Ù¿Ý: ½êÇÙ¿áÝ

·ñÇã ÛÇß»ó¿ù ³Õ³ã»Ù: Ú³Ûë ½³õñ|ë ² ¥1¤ ³õñ

Ø³ÝÏÏ³ÝÝ, ² ¥1¤ ³õñ Â³×»ñáõÝ:

Transl.: In 711 (1262), during the episcopate of
Father Sargis, the spiritual shepherd of the capital of
Ani, by the grace of God, my spouse Mariam and I,
clergyman Gareguyn, the son of clergyman Mangik,
reached an agreement with Sourb Astvatzatzin and
gave it my village of Noraghbuyrik, bought with my
own means, together with all its fields, a festive parch-
ment and a Gospel in a box of gold purchased with my
own means for the longevity of my patrons and in mem-
ory of my parents Mangik and Tajer. And Prior
Abraham, sacristan Hovsep and the other holy
brethren promised 6 annual liturgies during the feast of
the Forty [Martyrs]: 2 for Gareguyn, 2 for Mariam and
one for each of Mangik and Tajer. If anybody impedes
our liturgies or takes away our Gospel or festive parch-
ment from our graves, from Sourb Astvatzatzin, may
they be cursed both spiritually and corporally by the
three holy synods. And may those who observe them be
blessed by God. Amen. Please, remember scribe
Simeon. ...one day for Mangik and another for Tajer.

Published in: Jalaliants, 39; Sargissian, 187; Emin, 64-65;

Basmajian, 171-173.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

Basmajian and Jalaliants, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 34. 

46. A single line engraved on the capital of one of the two

pilasters of the western entrance (annihilated):

...ë³óñ³Ûë | ·Ý¿Ñ³...Ï¿Ý:
Published in: Basmajian, 191.

Note: The inscription is too unintelligible to be translated.

47. A single line engraved on the capital of one of the two

pilasters of the western entrance:

...õñáñ¹áÛ | ³ëÇ³Ã³Ý»Ý:
Published in: Basmajian, 192.

Note: The inscription is too incomprehensible to be translated.

48. Inside the narthex:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ âÔ¸ ¥1345¤, Ï...

Transl.: In the year 794 (1345)...
Published for the first time.

Note: The inscription is incompletely engraved.

St. Grigor Church
49. Above the entrance of St. Grigor Church (On the door of the

second chapel dedicated to St. Grigor):

ÞÔ¸ ¥1145¤ Ãí, »ë` ²½Ç½ë, Ù»Õáõó»³É ³Õ³ËÇÝ

ø¥ñÇëïáë¤Ç, ³õ¥ñ¤ÑÝ»óÇ ½»Ï»Õ»óÇë ½ê¥áõñ¤μ ¶ñÇ-

·áñ Ç ÛÇß³ï³Ï áñ¹õá ÇÙá` ¶ñÇ·áñá, Ç Ó»éÝ Ñ³õñ...

¨ Ù³õñ, ² ¥1¤ »õ ³é³çÝáñ¹ ëáõñμ áõËïÇë...:

Transl.: In 594 (1145) I, Aziz, a sinful maid of Christ,
blessed the church of St. Grigor in memory of my son
Grigor... father... and mother... and prior of the holy
monastery...
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Published in: Jalaliants, 34; Sargissian, 188; Emin, 66;

Basmajian, 140.

Note: A fragment of this inscription is preserved in the wall of a

house in the quarter adjoining the monastery (it has been used as

building material).  

The word pieces preserved on the surviving fragment are shown

in a plain type in the Armenian original.  

50. Beneath the preceding one:

Æ à² ¥1152¤ Ãí...:

Transl.: In 601 (1152)...
Published in: Sargissian, 188; Basmajian, 140-141.

51. Outwardly carved in 13 lines above the southern entrance of

St. Grigor Church (annihilated):

àÐÀ (1229), | ïÇÏÝáõÃ»³Ý Ê³ÃáõÝ` ¥Ïá|Õ³ÏÇó¤

μ³ñÇå³ßï ÇßË³ÝÇÝ Ê³õ³éëÇÝ, »ïáõ | ½ÇÙ μ³-

ÅÇÝ Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇùÝ Ç Øá·áõ³ó, áñ ¿ Ç ÑÝ·ÇõÏ¿ ÙÇÝÝ

³|½³ï»³É »õ μ³Å³Ý»³É ë³ÑÙ³Ý³õùÝ ³ÛÉ »õ ³ÛÉ Ç

| Ññ»ßï³Ï³μÝ³Ï ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïë Ç ´³·Ý³Ûñë

Û³Õ³·ë ÛÇß³ï³|ÏáÕ³ó Ù»ñáó »õ ³Ý¹ñ³ÝÏÇÝ Ù»ñá

ê³ëÝ³ÇÝ, áñ ÏÇë³õñ»³ ÷áË»ó|³õ »õ ëáõ· Ù»Í

»ÃáÕ ÍÝáÕ³ó Çõñáó, ÛáñáÛ ÛÇß³ï³Ï ßÇÝ»óÇ |

½êáõñμ êÇáÝ Ç í»ñ³Û ï³å³Ý³ï³Ýë, ëå³ë³-

õáñù ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÝÇë` ³¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ë¿ñ |

Ñ³Ûñ êÇÙ»õáÝ »õ ³ÛÉ ë¥áõñ¤μ »Õμ³ñùë, Û³ÝÓÝ ³éÇÝ

Û³Ù¿Ý ³ÙÇ Ê (40) ³õñ å³ï³ñ|³·»É ½ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë,

Æ (20) ³õñ Ê³ÃáõÝÇÝ, Ä (10) Ê³õé³ëÇÝ, Ä (10)

ê³ëÝ³ÇÝ ³ÝË³÷³Ý ÙÇÝã»õ Ç | Í³·áõÙÝ áñ¹áÛÝ

³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û, »Ã¿ Ç Ù»Í³ó Ï³Ù Ç ÷áùáõÝó ½Ù»ñ ÁÝ-

Ó³Ûùë Ñ³Ý¿ Ç ë¥áõñ¤μ | áõËï¿ë, »Ã¿ Ï³Ù ³é³çÝáñ¹

½Ù»ñ Å³ÙÝ Ë³÷³Ý¿, Ù»Õ³ó Ù»ñáó å³ñï³Ï³Ý

ÉÇóÇ ³é³çÇ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û, Ï³ï³ñÇãù ·ñÇë ³õñÑÝÇÝ

Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û:

Transl.: In 678 (1229), in the days of lady Khatun, the
spouse of pious prince Khoras, I gave my share of
paternal estates in Moks ...to the abode of angels, the
holy monastery of Bagnayr, in memory of those
remembering us and our first-born Sasin, who lived
only six months, leaving his parents in grief. To perpet-
uate his memory, I built Sourb Sion [Holy Zion] above
the funerary chapel. The brethren serving in Sourb
Astvatzatzin, pious Father Simeon and the others
pledged themselves to hold divine services 40 days a
year: 20 days for Khatun, 10 for Khoras and 10 for
Sasin. May this be observed unfailingly until the
Advent of the Son of God. If anybody from the midst of
the old or the young deprives the holy monastery of our
gifts or if any prior impedes the conduct of our litur-
gies, may they atone for our own sins before the Lord.
May those who observe this pledge be blessed by God.

Published in: Sargissian, 179; Jalaliants, 34; Alishan, 116-117;

Gevorgiants, 99; Basmajian, 155-156.

Note: We are presenting a more complete version of the inscrip-

tion on the basis of the decipherments offered by Sargissian and

Priest Gevorgiants. As for dating, none of the publishers succeeded

in deciphering the year exactly: Sargissian and Alishan, who made

use of his version, have§àÐÀ¦ (1299) or §àÐ´¦ (1223), while

Jalaliants and Priest Gevorgiants have §ÂíÇÝ ÜÐÀ¦ (In the year
1029). Basmajian offers §àÐÀ¦, the trustworthiness of which was

substantiated by K. Matevossian (Pages from the History of Ani and

Shirak, 80).

52. Engraved in 15 lines on three rows of stones above the west-

ern entrance of St. Grigor, the southern church of the monastery

(Above the door of the new chapel). At present annihilated (the trac-

ing according to A. Vruyr’s photograph):

âÄ² ¥1262¤ Ï³Ù³õÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »ë` Ê³õé³½,

Ù»Í Ê³õé³½Çë ÃáéÝ, ²ë³ëÝÇë áñ¹Çë, ÇÙ | ³Ý¹ñ³-

ÝÇÏ áñ¹ÇÝ ê³ëÝ³ÛÝ, áñ Ï¿ë ï³ñ»Ï³Ý Ç ø¥ñÇë-

ïá¤ë ÷áË»ó³õ ÛÇÙ ·³ÝÓ³·Ç|Ý Ñ¿ñ¿Ý»óÝ Û²ßÝÏáõ,

áñ ÇÙ å³åÝ ·Ý»É ¿ñ áõ ëÇÏ»Éáí ÛÇë ïí»É, ÇÝã ÇÙ

å³å|Ý Ù»é³õ, »ë` Ê³õé³½, ÇÙ ÏÝáãÝ ½μ³ÅÇÝùÝ`

³ÏÝ áõ Ù³ñ·³ñÇï, ÇÙ å³ñáÝÇÝ ï|íÇ Þ³ÑÝß³ÑÇ

áõ ÏñÏÇÝ ½²ßÝ³Ï ·Ý»óÇ áõ ½ÇÙ áñ¹áÛÝ μ³ÅÇÝÝ

½ê³ëÝÇÝ Ç ´·Ý|»ñë ïíÇ Û²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝë ½í»ñÇ

¿·ÇÝ` Çõñ ÁÝÓ³ÝáíÝ, ´ ¥2¤ ßÇÝ³Ï³Ý ½Ø»Ññ»õ³Ý áõ

½|Ê³ã³ïáõñ ¸áõÉáõëÇÝ ÷»ë³ÛÝ Çõñ»Ýó ÑáÕáíÝ áõ

çñáíÝ Ç î·ÝÇë ½ç³Õ|³óÝ ÛÇÙ Ëáï³Ñ³ñÝ Ö ¥100¤

μ³ñ¹ ËáïÇ ï»Õ, áñ í³Ýùë ÁÝÓ¿, ÙÇ ëÏÇ ³ñÍ³ÃÇ

»ë` Ê³õ|é³½, ½³Ûë ÁÝÓ³ ïíÇ ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤-

Í³ÍÝÇë, áí ³Ûë ·ñ»Éáóë Ñ³Ï³é³Ï Ï³, Ç øñÇëïáë

Ññ³|å³ñ³ÏÇÝ ³¥ëïáõ³¤Í³Ù³Ûñë ÉÇÝÇ ÇõñÝ ¹³-

ï³Ë³½:

ºë` ï¥¿¤ñ ê³ñ·Çë, | »õ Ñ³Ûñ ²μñ³Ñ³Ù Úáõë¿÷

÷³Ï³Ï³É »õ ³ÛÉ ÙÇ³μ³Ýùë Ñ³ëï³ï»óÇÝ Ç ï³-

ñÇÝ | Ä ¥10¤ ³õñ å³ï³ñ³·. º ¥5¤ ê³ëÝÇÝ, º ¥5¤

Ê³õé³½³, áí áù áñ ½³Ûë ·Çñë Ë³÷³Ý¿Ý, | ÚÄÀ

¥318¤ ÇóÝ [Ý½áí»³É] ÉÇóÇ Ñá·áí »õ Ù³ñÙÝáí »õ áñ

Ñ³ëï³ï å³Ñ»Ý, ³õñÑÝ»³É »ÕÇó|ÇÝ Û³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û,

³Ù¿Ý, ½êÇÙ¿áÝ [åïéáÕ] ÛÇß»ó¿ù, ³Õ³ã»Ù:

Transl.: 711 (1262). By the grace of God, I, Khoraz,
the son of Sasin and the grandson of Khoraz, Senior,
[in memory of] my first-born Sasin, who died while six
months old, gave my patrimonial estate in Ashnak,
bought by my grandfather and passed to me via a deed
of purchase after my grandfather’s death, together with
my wife’s dowry consisting of precious stones and
pearls, to my patron Shahenshah and again purchased
Ashnak as well as the part belonging to my son Sasin
and gave it to [Sourb] Astvatzatzin of Bgner [Bagnayr]
together with the upper vineyard, a wine press, 2 peas-
ants, Mehrevan and Khachatur, Dulus’son-in-law, with
their lands and water in Tgnis, a mill... a meadow
yielding 100 stacks of hay that the monastery can
mow... a silver chalice. I, Khoraz, donated all this to
Sourb Astvatzatzin Church. May those who oppose this
be judged by the Holy Mother of God.

I, Father Sargis, together with Prior Abraham, sac-
ristan Hovsep and the other brethren established 10
annual liturgy days: five for Sasin and five for Khoraz.
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Inscriptions dated 1262 & 1266 outwardly carved on the western wall of St. Grigor Church ¥photo by A. Vruyr, 1900¤ and their tracing according

to the same photograph ¥nos. 52-53¤ 



May those who impede the conduct of these services be
cursed spiritually and corporally by the 318 fathers
and may those who observe them be blessed by God.
Amen. Please, remember ...Simeon.

Published in: Jalaliants, 35; Sargissian, 188-189; Emin, 67;

Basmajian, 174-176.

53. Fifteen lines engraved south of a window, above the western

entrance of the southern church of the monastery, St. Grigor, and on

three rows of the lower stonework of the same facade (On a cross-
stone formerly set above the entrance). At present annihilated (the

tracing according to A. Vruyr’s photograph):

Â¥íÇÝ¤ | âÄº ¥1266¤, | ßÝáñÑÇõÝ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »ë`

Ê³õé³ë, áñ¹|Ç ê³ëÝ³ÇÝ, »ïáõ Ç Ù»ñ ë»÷³Ï³Ý |

ë¥áõñ¤μ áõËïÝ ´·Ý»ñ, Ç ê¥áõñ¤μ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ÍÇÝ

½|Ù»ñ ½·³ÝÓ³·ÇÝ ½æñÓáñÇÏ í³ÝùÝ` | Çõñ ë³ÑÙ³-

Ý³õùÝ ç³¥Õ³¤óáíÝ »õ å³ÑÇ½³|Ý³õùÝ »õ ½³ÕÇ ³Õ-

μ»ñÝ ½å³Ñ¿½Ý, áñ ÇÙ å³åÝ | ·Ý»³É ¿ñ »õ ÇÝÓ

ïí»³É, »ë ÛÇÙ Ï»Ý¹³ÝáõÃ»³Ý »ïáõ Ç í³ÝùÝ, »õ

Ñ³Ûñ ²μñ³Ñ³Ù »õ ³ÛÉ ë¥áõñ¤μ »Õμ³ñùÝ ÷áË³ñ¿Ý

Ñ³ïáõóÇÝ ÇÝÓ Ç ï³ñÇÝ Ä ¥10¤ ³õñ å³ï³ñ³·

Û»ï »ÉÇó ÇÙá ÇÝÓ ³éÝ»Ý áí »õ Çó¿, áñ Ù»ñ ³ñÓ³Ý³-

·Çñë Û»ï ßñç¿ Ï³Ù ³ÛÉáó Û³õï³ñ³ó Ù»Õ³ó Ù»ñáó

å³ñï³Ï³Ý »ÕÇóÇ ³é³çÇ ³¥ëïáõÍá¤Û: Æ¥ëñ³¤¿É

·ñÇã:

Transl.: In 715 (1266), by the grace of God, I, Sasin’s
son Khoras, gave Sourb Astvatzatzin of our holy
monastery of Bgner the monastery of Jerdzorik, bought
with our own means, together with a mill, kitchen gar-
dens of melons and watermelons and a salty spring that
my grandfather had purchased and given to me. In my

life-time, I gave them to the monastery, in return for
which, Father Abraham and the other holy brethren
promised 10 liturgy days a year... If anybody from the
midst of aliens turns this lapidary record back, may
they atone for our own sins before God. Scribe Israel.

Published in: Jalaliants, 35; Sargissian, 189; Emin, 67-68;

Basmajian, 177-178.

For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

Jalaliants, Sargissian and Basmajian, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in

Armenian], 37.

The word pieces preserved on the surviving fragment are shown

in a plain type in the Armenian original.

54. Engraved in 2 lines on one of the entrance pilasters of St.

Grigor Church:

ºë` Í³é³Û ø¥ñÇëïáë¤Ç ¶ñÇ·áñë, áñ | ... Ñ³ë-

ï³ïáõÝ:

Transl.: I, Christ’s servant Grigor... firmly...
Published in: Basmajian, 191.

5555.. A single line outwardly carved on an arch above the south-

ern entrance of the church: 

î¿ñ áÕáñÙ»³ Úáí³ÝÇëÇ:

Transl.: God, may You have mercy upon Hovhannes.
Published in: Basmajian, 191.

Sourb Yerrordutiun (Holy Trinity) Church
56. Engraved in 3 lines above the western entrance of the circu-

lar church of Sourb Yerrordutiun (Holy Trinity), which stands isolat-

ed at the northern extremity of the monastic complex (...carved as
follows on the entrance which has a tympanum...):

Æ ÷³éë ³Ù»Ý³ë¥áõñ¤μ ºññáñ¹áõÃ»¥³Ý¤ Ñ³õñ »õ

áñ¹õáÛ | »õ Ñá·õáÛÝ ëñμáÛ ßÇÝ»ó»³É, | Ãáõ¥ÇÝ¤ àÐ´

¥1223¤:

Transl.: Built in the year 672 (1223) to the glory of
the Holiest Trinity of the Father and Son and the Holy
Spirit.

Published in: Sargissian, 189; Jalaliants, 46; Museum of Art and

Literature, G. Srvandztian Fund, section 1, file 17, p. 14; Srapian, “A

Bulletin,” 112; Basmajian, 154.

Note: For the differences found in the decipherments offered by

these sources, see Vardzk, no. 9 [in Armenian], 37.
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Monuments in the Neighbourhood of Bagnayr
Monastery

57. Carved on a cross-stone of big dimensions located outside

the monastic complex:

ÂíÇë àÐº ¥1226¤:

Transl.: In the year 675 (1226).
Published in: Basmajian, 155.

58. Engraved on another big cross-stone outside the monastic

complex:

àí ë¥áõñ¤μ Ýß³Ý ï¥¿¤ñáõÝ³Ï³Ý »ñÏñå³·»ë-

ó¥¿¤ë, É»ñ å³Ñ³å³Ý ³õáõñ í»ñçÇÝ Ù»ÍÇ Í³·Ù³Ý,

| ÃÇõë âÄÀ ¥1269¤:

Transl.: You, the Lord’s Holy Sign, may You protect us
on the Last Day [of Judgement]. 718 (1269).

Published in: Basmajian, 178-179.

59. Carved in 12 lines on the rear of a big cross-stone without a

pedestal situated outside the monastery grounds:

ÞÝáñÑÇõÝ ø¥ñÇëïáë¤Ç »ë` | Øáõë¿ë ù³Ñ³Ý³, |

Ï³½Ù»óÇ ë¥áõñ¤μ Ýß³Ý|ë, Ï³ÝÏÝ»óÇ ë³ μ³ñ»Ë|³õë

³é ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë ÇÝÓ ¨ ÍÝáÕ|³ó ÇÙáó, áí »ñÏñå³-

·áÕù | ë¥áõñ¤μ Ýß³ÝÇë ½Øáõë¿ë ¨ ½ÍÝáÕëÝ ÇÙ ¨ ½»Õ|-

μ³Ûñë Áëï Ñá·á ¨ Áëï Ù|³ñÙÝá ÛÇß»ó¿ù Ç ø¥ñÇë-

ïá¤ë, | ³¥ëïáõ³¤Í ½Ó»½ ÛÇß»ëó¿:

Transl.: By the grace of Christ, I, Priest Muses,
sculpted this holy cross[-stone] and erected it in mem-
ory of my parents and me. May you, worshippers of this
holy sign, pray for Muses, my parents and brother, and
may God have mercy upon you.

Published in: Basmajian, 190-191.

60. A rock towering on the left side of a gorge, near the source

of a tributary, around a km west of Bagnayr Monastery, still retains

an inscription which has been deliberately partly damaged and

scraped off. Basmajian is the only scholar to have seen it on the spot:

âÎ¼ ¥1317¤, ½Úáíë¿÷ ÛÇß»ó¿ù Ç ï¥¿¤ñ:

¼ÝÏ³ñÇã ë¥áõñ¤μ Ýß³Ý³óë ½¥Ú¤áíë¿÷ ³Ý³ñ-

Å³Ýë, ÛÇß»ó¿ù Ç ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë, | ³Õ³ã»Ù:

ì³Û ¿ ÇÝÓ, Ë³μ »Õ»³Û ¨ Ïáñ|»³Û, | ï¥¿¤ñ, áñ Ç

Ù¿ç É»ñÇÝ:

Transl.: 766 (1317). May you pray for Hovsep.
Please, remember me, worthless Hovsep, the

painter of these holy signs, in your prayers.
Woe betide me as I was deceived and lost. The

Lord...
Published in: Basmajian, 181-182.
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The historical provinces of Galicia, Podolia,

Volhynia and Bukovina are situated in the west of

Ukraine and encompass the present-day regions of

Lviv, Ivano-Frankovsk, Ternopil, Khmelnitski, Volhy-

nia and Chernivtsi.

The first Armenian immigrants came to West Ukrai-

ne in the late 12th century, in the days of the principali-

ty of Galicia and Volhynia, and were united within

powerful communities in the mid-14th century, when it

shifted into the reign of the Polish Kingdom. The Arme-

nians’ mass immigration to Ukraine was due to the fall

of the Armenian capital of Ani in 1045 and the Armenian

kingdom of Cilicia in 1375. In the late 15th century, after

the Ottoman conquest of Crimea, Besarabia, Valachia

and Moldova, part of the Armenian immigrants were

forced into returning to the hospitable Polish Kingdom.

Under the Magdeburg Rights, a set of German town

laws introduced into Polish cities in the mid-14th cen-

tury, the Armenians were granted broad autonomy.

They had their own courts in Lviv, Kamenets,

Yazlovets and a number of other major places and

elected either twelve or six judges who applied the

code of Polish Armenians written on the basis of the

renowned Datastanagirk (Book of Law) by Mkhitar

Gosh and officially approved by Sigismund I in 1519.1

The Armenians enjoyed a high social position in

this region thanks to the advanced level of civilisation

they boasted. Their knowledge of Oriental languages

and close ties with the Armenian diaspora of the

Eastern countries (Turkey, Iran, India, Egypt, etc.)

earned them the exceptional monopoly of conducting

trade with them. They imported Oriental cloths, silk,

spices, sweets, precious stones and jewellery which

were in especially great demand amidst Polish noble-

men. Thanks to the same factors, they also rendered

diplomatic services to the Polish court.

The Armenians were also skilled craftsmen: masons,

leather-dressers, carpet weavers,  potters, armourers,

metal-workers, tailors, jewellers, etc. They proved of

immense instrumentality in the introduction and deve-

lopment of these crafts and had different trade unions. 

When founding new towns, the Polish kings and

princes generally invited Armenians to take up living

there and granted them with various duty and tax priv-

ileges, also entitling them to build houses, churches

and other public buildings. They lived in their own

quarters in the heart of which, they had their own

church, school and clergymen’s residence. As for their

graveyards, they extended far at the remotest portions

of their quarters.  

It is interesting to note that after his research in the

field of Armenian Studies, Ukrainian Armenologist

Ivan Linnichenko came to the conclusion that the most

renowned centres of the region, such as Lviv, Lutsk

and Kamenets-Podolski, owe their wealth and major

significance to the Armenians.2

The Armenians were also largely involved in the

defence of Ukraine: they built ramparts in Kamenets,

Zhvanets and Yazlovets and provided the Polish army

with troops, arms and ammunition: thus, several thou-

sand Armenians fought in the army of King Yan

Sobeski III, who defeated the Ottoman army in the

vicinity of Vienna in 1683, earning himself the honour

of being regarded the saviour of Europe.3

The strength of the Polish Armenian community

gradually increased during the 17th and 18th centuries,

the large and small Armenian settlements amounting to

about 60. In Galicia the centre of the Armenians was

Lviv, where the Armenian bishop resided; in Podolia

they were centred in Kamenets, where they had their

own independent town council and voit (town council

head) like the Poles and Rusini. Among other major

Armenian settlements, mention should be made of

Lutsk, Vladimir-Volinski, Galich, Yazlovets, Sniatyn,

Zamostia, Tismenitsa, Khotin, Bar, Berezhani,

Podhaytsi, Zolochev, Yaroslav, Buchach, Zhvanets,

Stanislav, Horodenka, Lisets, Obertin, Studenitsa,

Kubachivtsi, Chernovtsi, Brodi, Satanov, Rashkov,

Balta, Kuti and Mogilev-Podolsk.4

From the mid-17th century onwards, the Armenians

of the region had to face certain grave problems, one of

the greatest of which was their forced conversion to

Catholicism. In 1627 Catholicos of All Armenians

Melkiset arrived in Lviv from Echmiatzin and conse-
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crated young clergyman Nikolai Torosevich as bishop

of Lviv. The local Armenian community, however, did

not recognise his authority so that he had to turn to the

Polish authorities and the Pope of Rome to preserve his

position. Eventually, he was persuaded to adopt the

Catholic faith in 1630.5 The struggle against conver-

sion to Catholicism continued until the late 17th centu-

ry, but in the long run, the Armenians yielded up to the

unbearable economic and political pressure.

In the aftermath of the Ottoman occupation of

South Podolia from 1672 until 1699, the Armenians of

Kamenets, Yazlovets, Zhvanets and a number of other

cities were forced to leave their places of living. After

the liberation of the region, only part of them returned

to find their churches and houses semi-ruined.6

In the late 18th century, the Polish-Lithuanian

United State of Rzeczpospolita (1569 to 1795) was par-

titioned among the Russian, Prussian and Austrian

Empires, and the newly-established powers abolished

the Armenian courts and bodies of autonomy. In the

early 19th century, the Armenian Catholic Church was

stripped of its independence throughout the Russian

Empire, being put into the jurisdiction of the local

Catholic episcopate. 

The growth of the significance of Jewish tradesmen

from the 18th century onwards resulted in the econom-

ic slack of the Armenian community: being entitled to

take up residence in towns, the former gradually oust-

ed the Armenians from the sphere of commerce

through base rivalry.7

Under these circumstances, the Armenians who had

already forgotten their mother tongue were gradually

assimilated into the Polish society. As of the early 19th

century, part of the Armenian settlements had already

ceased existing.

The Armenian settlements once again enjoyed

revival after the establishment of the Second Republic

of Poland in 1918, an event during which the last

Armenian Catholic archbishop of Lviv, Juseph

Theophil Theodorovich (1864 to 1938), a major public

and political figure, an Honorary Citizen of Lviv and

Berezhani and a deputy of the Austrio-Hungarian (and

later Polish) Seym, proved of particularly great contri-

bution. When he died, 4 December 1938 was declared

as a day of national mourning in Poland. Among other

remarkable events, Theodorovich’s days were also

marked by the renovation and expansion of the cathe-

dral of Lviv, the foundation of an Armenian museum in

that city, the abolition of Latin elements in the church

ritual, the publication of a Polish magazine entitled

Messenger of St. Grigor, etc.  

World War II, the fascist occupation and subsequent

annexation of Galicia and Podolia to Soviet Ukraine
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proved disastrous to the Polish-speaking Catholic

Armenians who were accustomed to a prosperous life.

Being absolutely alien to the newly-established totali-

tarian regime, they were banished to Poland together

with the Poles. Dionisios Kaetanovich, the last head of

the Armenian Catholic episcopate of Lviv who had not

been ordained bishop due to the war, was arrested by

the Soviet special purpose forces on 27 November

1945 on a charge of having supported the Armenian

Legion established by General Drastamat Kanayan8

and died in a camp-reformatory in Komi Autonomous

Soviet Socialist Republic on 18 November 1954.9

The entire property of the Armenians, including

their churches, was nationalised: part of them were

reduced to various warehouses as well as sports and

cultural establishments, while those of Kamenets-

Podolski, Mogilev-Podolsk, Tismenitsa and a number

of other places were levelled to the ground. 

The vestiges of the once powerful Armenian settle-

ments of West Ukraine are just several tens of build-

ings, forsaken cemeteries and a large number of muse-

um items. The overwhelming majority of the

Armenians’ descendants now living in Poland consider

themselves Poles of Armenian origin who, however,

have almost completely lost their national identity due

to mixed marriages. 

The glorious existence of these settlements that

lasted for over eight centuries and their deplorable end

are convincing proof of the truth that sooner or later

Armenians are condemned to assimilation and extinc-

tion outside their homeland. 

After Ukraine declared independence, the

Armenian monuments in the regions and towns of the

country appeared in different conditions.

In May 2012 we conducted some research in thir-

teen, once largely Armenian-populated places in

Western Ukraine, our studies being mainly focused on

the surviving Armenian historico-architectural monu-

ments and complexes. The region preserves fourteen

standing Armenian churches but only the cathedral of

Lviv and partly the church of Chernovtsi have been

returned to the Ukrainian diocese of the Armenian

Apostolic Church. The churches of Ivano-Frankovsk,

Kamenets-Podolski and Kuti have passed to the

Ukrainian Orthodox Church; that of Yazlovets and

Sourb Khach of Lviv are within the jurisdiction of the

Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church, while those in

Lisets and Zhvanets belong to the Polish Catholic

Church. As for the Armenian churches in Berezhani,

Horodenka, Sniatyn and Lutsk, they are half dilapidat-

ed and consigned to the mercy of fate.

1. LUTSK (LUTSAK, LUKEORIA)
Lutsk is the capital of the region of Volhynia and at

present has a population of about 200,000. 

The earliest Armenian immigrants took up living

here in the 13th century. It was the residence of the

Armenian Apostolic bishop before the movement of the

Armenian Apostolic episcopate to Lviv in 1367. 

The Armenian quarter, which lay in the west of the

old city, comprised about 800 houses10 in the 14th cen-

tury, but as of the early 19th century, their community

no longer existed due to their gradual assimilation.11

The Armenian church of St. Stepanos (address:

no. 12 Galishka Gulyichevna Street; geographical

coordinates: N 50°44.20.21´´; E 025°18.54.48´´; alti-

tude above sea level: 180 metres), which is situated in

the old Armenian quarter of the city, was built in 1427.

In the 1560s it was thoroughly renovated on the initia-

tive of a certain Armenian clergyman named Varchik.12

St. Stepanos functioned as an Armenian Apostolic

church until the mid-17th century, but later it turned

into an Armenian Catholic one. In 1820 it closed and

started serving as an arms depot. In 1845 its building

was burnt away. 

In 1954 the Soviet authorities turned the semi-

ruined church into a double-floor residential house.13

St. Stepanos used to represent a uni-nave basilica of

a gable roof (exterior dimensions: ca. 22 x 11 metres;

height: 14 metres; wall thickness: 1.5 metres) and had

three apses dedicated to St. Stepanos, the Holy Virgin

and St. Gaetano.14 The eastern part of its rectangular

hall retained an apse of the same forms, with a sacristy

on either of its sides. Their entrances opened from the

sanctuary,15 the eastern wall of which inwardly had

some slight curvature and was outwardly accentuated

through a rectangular structure. The church entrance

opened from the centre of its southern facade.

While turning into a residential building, the mon-

ument acquired new openings, balconies and parti-

tions. Its main apse is clearly visible even today,

although that portion now houses bath-rooms.

The other monuments once belonging to the

Armenian community of Lutsk, including the clergy-

man’s residence adjoining the church, the hospital and

cemetery, are not preserved.
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2. LVIV (LVOV, LEMBERG, LEOPOLIS)
Lviv, which is the capital of the West Ukrainian

region of the same name, has a population of about

750,000 and is the centre of the local Armenian com-

munity. 

The first Armenians of the city who were among its

founders took up living here in the mid-13th century, in

the days of its establishment by Prince Daniel Galitski.

The Armenians living in the territory of Lviv are first

mentioned in 1183 with reference to the Armenian

wooden church of St. Anna situated in a site called

Podzamche.16

In 1349 Lviv was occupied by King of Poland

Kazimir III the Great. In 1356 the city was granted the

Magdeburg Rights, under which the local Armenians

received total autonomy with a right to have their own

court (this continued until 1787). 

In 1367 the Armenian Apostolic episcopate was

moved from Lutsk to Lviv, where it functioned until

1946. 

In the early 15th century, Lviv had about 300 Arme-

nian families which constituted around 1/4 of the local

population. In their period of prosperity, namely in the

early 17th century, they amounted to over 1,000.17

In 1616 one of the earliest Armenian printing hous-

es was established in Lviv: it published Armenian-lan-

guage and Armenian-script books as well as others in

Armenian Ghepchagh, the main vernacular of the

Armenian immigrants from Crimea.18

In the 17th century, Lviv had an Armenian school

for 80 pupils. From 1665 until 1784, a higher Armenian

Catholic spiritual papal school functioned in the city.

Between 1863 and 1914, it had a boarding school for

Armenian orphans.19

In 1792 Mons Pius Armenian Commercial Bank

was established in Lviv with a capital of 40,000 in gold

coins.20

Beginning with the late 18th century, the Armenian

community of the city gradually became smaller and

smaller, eventually disappearing from history in the

‘40s of the 20th century.

From 1934 and 1939, Lviv had a functioning

Armenian museum,21 part of the exhibits of which are

now on display in the city’s Museum of Religion

History.
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Three Armenian churches (Of the Holy Virgin’s

Assumption, St. Hakob and St. Anna22) and a

monastery (Sourb Khach) are mentioned in Lviv in the

16th century (at present only the first two of them are

preserved standing). 

The mother church of the Holy Virgin’s
Assumption is situated at no. 7-13 Armenian (Virmen-

ska) Street (geographical coordinates: N 49°50.36.14´´;
E 024°01.50.41´´; altitude above sea level: 288 metres).

The oldest part of the monument, its eastern por-

tion, was built between 1363 and 1370 with the means

of Hakob Kafayetsy and Panos Hachatetsy, the sons of

Crimean Armenian merchants Shahinshah and Abra-

ham respectively. The architect was a certain Dorin-

gem (Dorchi) from Genoa, Italy, who had been invited

from Crimea.23 In the course of centuries, the church

was repeatedly reconstructed and expanded.

In the 16th century, porticoes were added north and

south of the monument.

In the 17th century, the first Armenian Catholic

bishop of Lviv, Nikolai Torosevich, added the central

uni-nave portion of the church, built in the Baroque

style, in the west (architect: Voytsek Kielar). Besides,

he also completely changed its interior decoration to

make it look like a Catholic church. 

In 1712 the monument was seriously damaged by a

fire, after which it underwent thorough renovation

between 1723 and 1731.24

For the last time, the mother church of Lviv under-

went major repairs and was expanded to the west by

the Armenian Catholic archbishop of the city, Juseph

Theodorovich, in the early 20th century. At his request,

architect Francis Monchinsky built the third, central-

domed, portion of the church in a modern style. He also

constructed its main portal in its western part (it over-

looked Krakovian Street).  

The removal of the layer of plaster from the walls

and pylons of the eastern part of the church revealed

cross reliefs and murals dating back to the period when

it functioned as an Armenian Apostolic one.  

In the ‘30s of the 20th century, the monument was

adorned with paintings by Jan Henryk de Rosen and

mosaics by Joseph Mehoffer.25

In the Soviet years, it closed and turned into a store-

house of paintings. 

In 2000 it was returned to the Armenian Apostolic

Church, after which it was repaired and consecrated by

Catholicos Garegin II on 18 May 2003. 

Since 1998 the mother church of Lviv has been

included in the UNESCO World Heritage List (¹ 865).
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The monument consists of an old eastern church

and two halls, the central uni-nave one and another in

the west which is domed. It is adjoined by a portico in

the south and a sacristy-treasury in the north.

The old church represents a tri-nave cruciform

domed basilica of two pillars built in the style of

medieval Armenian architecture (exterior dimensions:

15 x 12.5 metres). Its central nave is wider and higher

as compared to the aisles. In the east, all the three of

them end in apses that are semi-circular both inwardly

and outwardly. At the point of the intersection of the

transept and central nave, the dome rises with a dodec-

ahedral tambour and a pyramidal spire.

The central uni-nave hall, which adjoins the old

church in the west, is a rectangular vaulted structure of

a gable roof. Its wooden caisson vault is partly covered

with gilded ornamental patterns.

The western domed hall, which abuts on the cen-

tral uni-nave one in the west, is a rectangular building

the four corner pilasters of which bear its pseudo-dome

with stepped pendentives.

The southern portico is crowned by four longitu-

dinal and two transversal arches. Its floor is covered

with a great number of inscribed tombstones.

The Northern Sacristy-Treasury. The single-floor

portico, which was later outwardly walled up, at present

partly serves as a residence for Armenian clergymen. In

the west, it is adjoined by a double-floor building.

Interior Ornamentation. Inwardly, the church is

partly adorned with mosaics and frescoes, most of the
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latter being masterpieces of modern art. The dome is

embellished with an unusual mosaic of God the Father,

Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit made with the glass of

Murano. The majority of Biblical characters are depict-

ed with the faces of cultural and ecclesiastical figures

who were prominent in Lviv in the early 20th centu-

ry.26 The main apse is adorned with a mural depicting

the Mysterious Supper, in which Judas is represented

as a faceless shadow, apparently with the aim of not

hurting anybody. 

The church retains a statue of Catholicos of All

Armenians Stepanos V Salmastetsy and the marble

bust of one of the Armenian Catholic bishops of Lviv,

Isahak Isahakovich.

Other Buildings. The architectural complex of the

church also comprises a belfry tower, an episcopal res-

idence, Mons Pius Armenian Commercial Bank and

the monastic building of Armenian Benedictine

Women.

The belfry tower was built in 1571 by architect

Pyotr Krasovski at the request of Armenian merchant

Andreas from Kafa.27 It is a three-floor building of a

square plan, its first storey having a vaulted gate which

connects the eastern yard of the church with the

Armenian Street. The second floor contains a rectangu-

lar room and on the third, four semi-circular small tow-

ers jut out of the general volume of the building: they

end in small rotundas placed on four sides of the cen-

tral rotunda.

The churchyard retains an abundance of tomb-

stones with Armenian- and Latin-script epitaphs: part

of them were brought here from the Armenian ceme-

tery of the city, which was destroyed in the late 18th

century.

In the south some arched ramparts separate the

complex of the church from the Armenian Street, one

of the oldest places in Lviv which retains a number of

old Armenian buildings of stone having 3 or 4 floors

and large basements with nice portals and balconies.

Their walls still preserve boards with the names of the

Armenian families that once built them: the Emi-

novich, Tumanovich, Muratovich, Nikolayevich, etc. 

The Armenian monastery of Sourb Khach (Holy
Cross) is situated at no. 9 Zamartinovskaya Street

(geographical coordinates: N 49°50.57.13´´; E

024°01.34.29´´; altitude above sea level: 270 metres). 

Originally, it represented a wooden church built in

1611, but in the 1630s it was replaced by a stone one

with the means of Armenian merchant Sahak

Agobsovich.28

In the late 18th century, the monastery was confis-

cated by the Austrian authorities, who used it as a mil-

itary hospital, barracks and later also as a prison. In the

Soviet years, it housed a firemen training college

which has been replaced by Lviv’s Police Academy. 

In 2004 the church underwent renovation and start-

ed serving the Greek Catholic clergy.
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The monastic church represents a uni-nave basilica

built in the Baroque style. It has an outwardly accentu-

ated rectangular apse and two vestries. In the west, a

bell tower of three arches is situated. 

Armenian Funerary Memorials and Tombstones
in Lviv’s Lichakovski Central Cemetery. This grave-

yard (geographical coordinates: N 49°50.00.42´´; E

024°03.10.89´´; altitude above sea level: 314 metres),

which has given repose to people of different nationali-

ties, is especially remarkable for numerous splendid

tombs and chapels dedicated to the following Armenian

families: the Torosevich, Mikuli, Vartanovich, Abraga-

movich, Bogdanovich, Marmarosh, Theodorovich, etc.

Particularly noteworthy are the mortuary memorials of

the following Armenian bishops of Lviv: Samuel Ste-

phanovich, Grigor Shimonovich, Grigor Romashkan,

Isahak Isahakovich and Juseph Theodorovich. A memo-

rial placed at the entrance to the cemetery perpetuates

Doctor Joseph Torosevich, the founder of the Armenian

boarding school: the prominent Maecenas is sculpted

together with two alumni. A little above can be seen the

tombstone of his brother, outstanding doctor and phar-

macist Theodore Torosevich,  who discovered the heal-

ing power of the mineral waters of Truskavets.
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3. BEREZHANI (BERZHEZHANI)
Berezhani is the capital of the district of the same

name in the region of Ternopil and has a population of

about 20,000. 

The Armenians who took up living in this city in

the second half of the 17th century enjoyed broad

autonomy and had their own voit and court.29

Between the 18th and 19th centuries, the local

Armenians had a functioning pawn shop which had

been founded by Anton Ayvazovich, Anna Kamen-

chanka, Gunik Bogosevich, Bogdan Stephanovich and

others.30 Its income was spent on the sustenance of

their church and spiritual shepherd. 

In 1724 the Armenian school of the city was head-

ed by Priest Yan Ohanovich.31

In the early 18th century, Berezhani had an

Armenian population of about 200 families.32 Between

1890 and 1897, in the days of spiritual shepherd Juseph

Theodorovich, its Armenian inhabitants comprised

around 240 souls.33

The Armenian Catholic church of the Holy
Virgin’s Immaculate Conception, which stands in the

Armenian Street (geographical coordinates: N

49°26.41.42´´; E 024°56.12.74´´; altitude above sea

level: 283 metres), was built in the site of a wooden one

in 1764 on the initiative of Armenian clergyman Deodat

Horbaz.34 On 11 September 1791, it was blessed by

Lviv’s Armenian Catholic bishop Jacob Tumanovich.35

After the partition of Rzeczpospolita in the late

18th century, Berezhani shifted into the possession of

the Austrian Empire, as a result of which, the Armenian

autonomy was abolished. The Armenian community

gradually grew smaller and their church was confiscat-

ed, being used first as a granary, then as a Polish

Catholic church and later as an arms depot. 

In 1828 the Armenian community members suc-

ceeded in returning their church: on 10 September of

the same year, the newly-renovated monument was

again consecrated by Lviv’s Armenian Catholic bishop

Samuel Stephanovich.36 It functioned until 1945, its

last spiritual shepherd, Kazimir Romashkan, being

arrested on a charge of anti-Soviet activity.37

In the Soviet years, the church was again reduced to

a storehouse, while in the early 1990s, it passed into the

jurisdiction of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the

Patriarchate of Moscow for a short time. In those years,

its interior underwent certain changes, with numerous

reliefs being ruined (their vestiges are still preserved). 

At present the church does not function. Its roof is in

an emergency condition and in bad need of renovation.

The church represents a uni-nave basilica with an

outwardly rectangular apse which juts out of its main vol-

ume in the west. The entrance opens from the eastern

facade, which is adorned by four decorative pilasters and

horizontal cornices. The apse has vestries on either of its

sides: the southern of them used to be connected with the

castle of Berezhani via a secret tunnel which is partly

ruined at present. A balcony built at the eastern end of the

church rests on a double-pillar vestibule of three arches.

An Armenian clergyman’s tombstone which probably

appeared here in the Soviet years serves as a sill for the

balcony window. The beautiful frescoes and reliefs of the

church, which are partly preserved, are in grave danger

because of the rainwater that seeps through the roof. The

rotunda is preserved in the centre of the roof. 
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The church grounds are enclosed within stone ram-

parts, in the eastern part of which, its belfry stands. In

the south, the Armenian school house is located, with

the Armenian clergyman’s residence in the north:

unlike the church and school, it is in quite a good state

of preservation and serves as the administrative build-

ing of Berezhani’s Historico-Architectural Reserve.

4. IVANO-FRANKOVSK 
(STANISLAV, STANISLAVOV)
Ivano-Frankovsk, which is the capital of the region

of the same name, has a population of about 225,000

souls. It was founded in 1662 by Polish magnate Angei
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Pototski, who himself invited the Armenians to take up

living there and granted them with broad autonomy.38

As of 1665, they already had a wooden church the

first Armenian priest of which was Grigor Balasano-

vich.39

The early 18th century marked a period of prosper-

ity for the Armenian community of Ivano-Frankovsk.

In 1743 the construction of a new church of brick

began there.40

The members of the local Armenian community

amounted to 396 in 1782; 514 in 1808 and 699 in

1900.41

The Armenian Catholic church of the Immacu-
late Conception of the Holy Virgin, which stands in

the heart of the city (address: no. 6 Armenian Street;

geographical coordinates: N 48°55.21.55´´; E

024°42.42.82´´; altitude above sea level: 257 metres),

was built between 1743 and 1763, later repeatedly

undergoing renovation.

In 1868 it was largely damaged by a conflagration

that spread throughout the city. As a result of the

repairs of 1870, the two towers of the church became

lower and their pyramidal spires acquired the shape of

bells.  

During World War I, the monument suffered bom-

bardment, but between 1919 and 1930, it was again

renovated and functioned until 1946.42

After the establishment of the Soviet regime, the

Armenians were obliged to leave the city (they mostly

moved to Gdansk).

The derelict Armenian church, which had first

turned into a studio, housed the Museum of Atheism

and Religion in 1971.43 Since 1992 it has belonged to

the Ukrainian Orthodox Autocephalous Church. As for

the adjoining priest’s residence and the Armenian

school, they now serve as a spiritual seminary.

The Armenian Catholic church of the Immaculate

Conception of the Holy Virgin represents a tri-nave

domed basilica built in the Baroque style. Its pseudo-

dome rises at the point of the intersection of the central

nave (it is considerably higher than the aisles) and

transept. The main apse, which is rectangular, is sur-
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rounded by five vestries on three sides (they are

inwardly separated from each other through the height

of the aisles).

At the corners of the western facade, two belfry

towers of a circular plan rise, the portal and vestibule

being situated in the area between them. 
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The frescoes by outstanding Polish artist Yan

Soletsky impart special majesty to the church. The

eastern wall of its main apse bears its former altar-

stone embellished with a cross relief which is enriched

with plant ornaments in an Armenian style.

Outwardly, the church is covered with sky-blue

plaster; hence its name, Skyblue Church, given by

common people.

The monument used to be adjoined by an Armenian

graveyard which is not preserved.

5. LISETS (LISIETS)
The village town of Lisets, which is situated within

about 10 km of Ivano-Frankovsk, at present has a pop-

ulation of around 2,800 souls.

The Armenians immigrated here from Moldova and

Besarabia in the second half of the 17th century.  

In 1729 an Armenian bank was established in the

town with a capital of 3,681 in Polish gold coins that

mainly belonged to the Bogdanovich.44

In 1782 the village town had 268 Armenian inhabi-

tants who amounted to 198 in 1840 and only 44 in

1922.45

The Armenian Catholic church of the
Immaculate Conception of the Holy Virgin, which is

situated in Taras Shevchenko Street (geographical coor-

dinates: N 48°52.06.26´´; E 024°36.31.75´´; altitude

above sea level: 294 metres), was originally built of

wood in 1728. In 1779 and 1830 it was burnt, but later

it underwent reconstruction.46

The present-day brick church dates back to 1853. 

In the Soviet years, its building was used as a store-

house of salt and then as a cinema. 

The church had six apses, two of which were dedi-

cated to the Holy Virgin and the others to Jesus Christ,

Sts. Grigor, Anna and Gaetano.47

After the declaration of Ukraine’s independence,

the monument underwent reconstruction for the last

time and changed into a Polish Catholic church. 

It represents a uni-nave basilica stretching from the

north southwards. In the south, its semi-circular apse juts

out of the main volume of the building. In the north, it has
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a double-floor vestibule of a rectangular plan which is

wider than the main church proper. The central part is

surmounted by a double-floor belfry tower which has an

octahedral spire. A niche above the entrance bears a stat-

ue of the Holy Virgin. In the Soviet years, the doors and

windows on the right and left sides of the same facade

were walled up with brickwork, while the second storey

of the vestibule was expanded into an amphitheatre. The

main apse of the church, which is adjoined by a low rec-

tangular vestry in the west, bears a duplicate of a miracle-

working icon of the Holy Virgin depicted with Armenian

features.

North-west of the church, a single-floor priest’s

dwelling is preserved (at present it houses a music

school). 

A chapel dedicated to St. Gregory the Enlightener

used to be situated north-west of the church.

6. TISMENITSA (TISMIENITSA)
The capital of the district of the same name in

Ivano-Frankovsk Region, Tismenitsa has a population

of about 10,000. 

The Armenians took up living in this city in the

16th century. In 1782 it had 315 Armenian inhabitants

who amounted to 135 in 1922,48 had a school and

enjoyed autonomy.

The Armenian Catholic church of St. Gaetano,
which used to be situated in the heart of the city, has

not come down to our days (at present the City Hall

stands in its site). 

The church was originally built of wood in 1684,

under the supervision of clergyman Hakob Varde-

resevich.49 In 1759 the construction of a stone church

began, it being consecrated on 20 August 1791 by Yan

Tumanovich, the Armenian Catholic bishop of Lviv.50

The church which was built in the Baroque style rep-

resented a uni-nave basilica with a rectangular apse

accentuated outwardly. Both sides of its main facade
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were surmounted by belfry towers of a square plan and

tetrahedral pyramidal spires.

Until 2011 the Armenian chapel built by a certain

Ohanovich in 1828 was still preserved standing, but it un-

derwent certain changes due to its emergency condition. 

Other Buildings. An Armenian clergyman’s dwel-

ling and two Armenian houses of wood are preserved in

the centre of Tismenitsa. They are in a bad emergency

state and will surely collapse in the coming years if they

are not repaired.

7. YAZLOVETS (YAZLOVKA)
The village of Yazlovets, Buchachi District, Ter-

nopil Region (at present with about 600 inhabitants),

was established by some Crimean Armenian immi-

grants in 1250. Its founders also built a high defensive

tower of a square plan (5 x 5 metres) surrounded by

wooden ramparts and a ditch.51

In the 16th century, Yazlovets, which had 1,235

inhabitants, ranked third among the most significant pla-

ces in Podolia. In 1672 the local Armenian community

comprised 128 families which enjoyed broad autonomy

and had their own court, voit and trade unions.52

In 1665 the local priest, Astvatzatur Nersesovich,

founded an Armenian school with more than 60 pupils

who were offered instruction in Armenian and Latin.53

In 1676 the city shifted into Ottoman possession

and started gradually suffering degradation. Most of its

Armenian inhabitants left their places of living and

their school closed.

Yazlovets regained its Armenian community after it

had been restored within Rzeczpospolita, in the early

18th century, but the Armenians no longer enjoyed their

former autonomy and wealth so that as of the early 19th

century, their settlement had ceased existing.54

The Armenian church of Sourb Astvatzatzin
(Holy Virgin) is situated in the Armenian Street in the

old Armenian quarter of Yazlovets (geographical coordi-

nates: N 48°57.40.50´´; E 025°26.38.43´´; altitude above

sea level: 282 metres).
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It dates back to 1551 and functioned until the early

19th century. After the local Armenian community

ceased existing, in 1809 it passed to the Ukrainian Greek

Catholic Church.55 In the Soviet years, the monument

was reduced to a storehouse, while at present it functions

as St. Nikolai Church belonging to Greek Catholics.

Sourb Astvatzatzin Church represents a uni-nave

vaulted basilica with a semi-circular apse which juts

out of the main volume of the building in the east. Its

western portal is adorned with beautiful reliefs above

which its construction inscription is engraved in

Armenian. Another Armenian inscription is preserved

on the upper section of its southern entrance.

In the north, the church is adjoined by a low vestry

of a rectangular plan, and in the south, by a four-floor

belfry tower of a square plan which dates back to the

mid-17th century (height of walls: about 20 metres).

The overhead covering of its first storey is built of

stone but those of the others are of wood. The roof

bears a central and four lateral rotundas.

Some Armenian wells built not far from the church

in 1613 function even nowadays. The northern and

southern ones are open, with their walls laid with

roughly-hewn stones (they cover an area of 12.14 and

17.15 sq. metres respectively56). The central well,

which is in the east, represents a vaulted structure built

into a steep slope and covering an area of about 5.35

sq. metres. Five steps in the west and a wooden door

comprise its entrance. The eastern wall of the well
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retains its construction inscription adorned with a

beautiful bas relief.

Sourb Avetman (Of the Holy Annunciation) Chapel
and an Armenian cemetery are preserved on the road-

side in the north of the village. As for other Armenian

buildings, both public and residential, including the

clergyman’s dwelling, school, bath-house, etc., they

were destroyed as early as the days of World War I.

8. HORODENKA (GORODENKA)
Horodenka, which is the capital of the district of the

same name in Ivano-Frankovsk Region, has a popula-

tion of 12,400 souls.

The first Armenian immigrants came here from

Moldova and Valachia in the 1670s. In 1782 the local

Armenian community comprised 410 members whose

number was only 43 as of 1900.57 Between 1856 and

1916, the city belonged to the noble family of the

Romashkan, who were of Armenian origin.58 At pres-

ent only a single Armenian family lives in Horodenka:

they moved here from Georgia in the 1990s.

The Armenian Catholic church of the Immacu-
late Conception of the Holy Virgin, which is situated

in the heart of the city (geographical coordinates: N

48°40.04.44´´; E 025°30.20.96´´; altitude above sea

level: 272 metres), traces back to 1706, being the old-

est preserved Armenian building in Horodenka. It had

three apses dedicated to the Holy Virgin, Sts. Gregory

the Enlightener and Gaetano.59

In 1931 the church underwent thorough renovation

on the initiative of the local spiritual shepherd, Adam

Roshko Bogdanovich.60

The monument represents a uni-nave basilica

stretching from the north southwards: its three apses

and vestibule, which jut out of its general volume on

four sides, give it a cruciform plan. Its two northern

corners are strengthened by means of four abutments.

The apses are outwardly pentahedral. The main apse,

which is in the south, is larger in dimensions, while the

western and eastern ones are smaller and lower than the

main church building. They communicate with the

church through arched entrances opened in the eastern

and western walls. The vestibule, which is in the north,

has two floors, its inner stairway leading to the second

storey, which has a door to an outer balcony. Inside the

church, part of its mural patterns are preserved togeth-

er with a wooden frame on the central wall of the main

apse. The eastern apse retains a pyx. 

At present the church is in a bad state of disrepair:

its roof, the rotunda of which is not preserved, is in

need of overhaul.

The keys to the church are kept with Father Moroz,

a servant of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the Pat-

YAZLOVETS. The interior of Sourb Astvatzatzin (Holy Virgin) Church

towards the east ¥2012¤
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riarchate of Kiev: he is taking actions to renovate the

monument.

The Armenian clergyman’s dwelling has not come

down to our days. 

9. SNIATYN 
The capital of the district of the same name in

Ivano-Frankovsk Region, Sniatyn has a population of

about 10,000 souls. 

The Armenians took up living here in 1628 at the

invitation of King Sigizmund III, who granted them

with broad autonomy and exempted them from taxes

for a period of 15 years.61

In 1782 the city had 396 Armenian inhabitants who

amounted to 505 in 1808 and about 420 in 1922.62 In

1945 around 400 Armenians were forced into moving

to Poland.

The Armenian Catholic church of the Assumption

of the Holy Virgin is situated at no. 74 Kosniatyn Street

(geographical coordinates: N 48°26.47.19´´; E

025°33.35.14´´; altitude above sea level: 269 metres).

The present-day brick monument was built between

1801 and 1805 in the site of a wooden church that had

functioned since 1632. It had three apses dedicated to

the Holy Virgin, Sts. Grigor and Gaetano.63
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The church which had greatly suffered during

World War I, underwent thorough renovation in 1924

on the initiative of local clergyman Gaetan Amiro-

vich.64 As of 1946, it was closed, but since 1954 it has

been used as a basketball and volley-ball hall for a

local agrarian college, with sports ladders and a basket-

ball basket installed in the section of its main apse. 

The monument represents a uni-nave vaulted basilica

stretching from the north southwards. In the south, it has

an outwardly accentuated semi-circular apse. In the east,
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it has a low vestry, a corridor in the west connecting it

with the main college building. There is a balcony on the

second floor of the vestibule. The eastern and western

walls of the monument are strengthened by one and three

abutments respectively. 

At present it is in an emergency condition and is not

used, its roof being in danger of collapse if repairs are

not carried out there.

10. KUTI 
The village town of Kuti is located in Kosov

District of Ivano-Frankovsk Region and has a popula-

tion of about 4,300. 

The local Armenian community was established in

the early 18th century, when some Armenian-speaking

Armenian immigrants arrived here from Moldova

(they enjoyed autonomy).  

In 1787 Kuti had 396 Armenian inhabitants who

amounted to 1,169 in 1827.65 Until World War II, it

ranked among the largely Armenian-populated places in

Poland. It is the birthplace of Grigor Romashkan (1879

to 1881), one of the Armenian Catholic bishops of Lviv.

The last Armenian spiritual shepherd in the settle-

ment of Kuti was Samuel Manukevich, who is also

mentioned as a mayor and a deputy of the Polish

Seym.66

In 1946 the Armenians were banished from Kuti. 

The present-day Armenian community of the vil-

lage comprises only several families, but despite this,

every year a great number of Armenians arrive here

from Poland and Romania to participate in the annual

pilgrimage held on 13 June.

The Armenian Catholic church of the Imma-
culate Conception of the Holy Virgin (St. Anton)
originally represented a wooden building (geographi-

cal coordinates: N 48°15.41.20´´; E 025°10.43.97´´;
altitude above sea level: 339 metres) which was erect-

ed as early as 1715 under the supervision of Grigor

Vardanovich, the first Armenian Catholic shepherd of

the place.

In 1779 the monument was burnt during a fire.67

In 1786 the local Armenian spiritual shepherd, Yan

Stephanovich, built a brick church which was conse-

crated on 14 August 1791 by the Armenian Catholic

bishop of Lviv, Yan Tumanovich.68 Its main apse was

dedicated to the Holy Virgin and the others to Sts.

Anton, Gaetano, Grigor and the Holy Trinity.69

In the Soviet years, the church was reduced to a

warehouse. At present it is within the jurisdiction of the

Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the Patriarchate of Kiev.

The monument represents a uni-nave vaulted basil-

ica built in the Baroque style with an outwardly accen-

tuated rectangular apse. In its north-eastern facade part,

in front of its entrance, it has a small vestibule which is

lower than the main church building. There is a sacristy

in the south.

Benefactor Pyotr Romashkan is buried in this church.

West of the monument, its three-arch belfry is situated:

as a result of the reconstruction carried out in the 1990s, it

has a square plan.
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Numerous Armenian tombstones are preserved in

the old cemetery of the village.

11. CHERNOVTSI (CHERNIVTSI, CHER-
NAUTI)

Chernovtsi is the capital of the region of the same

name and has a population of about 256,000 souls.

The Armenians took up living here in the early 15th

century. In the late 19th century, it had around 600

Armenian inhabitants, but as of the beginning of the

20th century, they comprised only 50 families.70

The Armenian Catholic church of Sts. Peter &
Paul is situated at the juncture of the Armenian Street

and the alley of the same name (geographical coordi-

nates: N 48°17.19.62´´; E 025°56.20.34´´; altitude

above sea level: 244 metres). It was built in the

Armenian quarter of the city between 1869 and 187571

and was blessed by the Armenian Catholic bishop of

Lviv, Grigor Romashkan, in 1879. The architect of the

church was outstanding Czech specialist Joseph

Glavka, who is also the author of the project of the res-

idence of Bukovina’s Orthodox metropolitans in the

city of Chernovtsi (it is included in the UNESCO

World Heritage List: no. 1330).

The Armenian church functioned until the 1940s,

after which it was reduced to a storehouse. In the late

1980s, it changed into a hall of organ music, this instru-

ment being placed in its main apse. At present the left

apse of the church belongs to the Ukrainian diocese of

the Armenian Apostolic Church so that in fact, it now

functions both as a hall of organ music and as an

Armenian Apostolic church (St. Grigor Lusavorich).

The church building represents a wonderful combi-

nation of Armenian, Gothic and Byzantine architectural

styles. It is a tri-nave and tri-apsidal cruciform domed

basilica the axis of which has the following direction:

north-east-south-west. The central nave is considerably

higher than the aisles. Thanks to the transept which ends

in outwardly accentuated apses, the church has a cruci-

form plan. On both sides of its portal, two four-floor

belfry towers of octahedral spires rise. On either side of

the main apse, there is a low vestry, each of the roofs of

which bears two flying buttresses (such constructions

are also found on the roofs of the aisles). Outwardly, the

dome tambour is adorned with multi-row cornices,

columns and mural arches. Its spire is conical.

The frescoes of the church, which have undergone

renovation, are in a wonderful state of preservation:

special mention should be made of the murals of

Christ’s twelve apostles on the tambour walls, that of

Jesus in the centre of the dome and the four Evangelists

on the pendentives. 
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The upper section of the church entrance bears its

construction inscription in Armenian and Latin. In

front of its portal, the statues of Apostles Peter and Paul

are placed.

The church grounds are enclosed within a wall

north of which, the Armenian clergyman’s former resi-

dence is situated (it is now used for different purposes).

12. ZHVANETS (ZVANIETS)
The village town of Zhvanets is situated in

Kamenets-Podolski District, Khmelnitski Region, and

has about 1,500 inhabitants.

Its Armenian settlement was founded in 1670 by

Armenian immigrants from Moldova and Valachia, but

the Turkish invasion of 1672 made them move away. In

1699, when Zhvanets shifted back into the possession

of Rzeczpospolita, it had an Armenian population of
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100 families. The Armenians were again forced into

leaving the town, this time for Kamenets-Podolski, in

the aftermath of another Turkish incursion that took

place in 1768. In the late 18th century, when Zhvanets

became part of the Russian Empire, it had only 28

Armenian inhabitants.72 Minas Bezheshkian, who

arrived in the town in 1820, reports that no Armenians

lived there any longer.73

The Armenian Catholic church of the
Immaculate Conception of the Holy Virgin (geo-

graphical coordinates: N 48°33.01.32´´; E

026°29.10.57´´; altitude above sea level: 155 metres)

was built in the early 18th century under the supervision

of local clergyman Grigor Hankevich (he was later

buried here).74

The monument which had been largely damaged in

the aftermath of the Turkish invasion of 1768 under-

went total reconstruction in 1791 and was consecrated

by the Armenian Catholic bishop of Lviv, Yan

Tumanovich.75

The church had six apses dedicated to the Holy

Virgin, Sts. Grigor, Gaetano, Anton, Thaddeus and

Bartholomew.76

In the early 19th century, the monument shifted into

the jurisdiction of the Polish Catholic Church.77 In the

Soviet years, its building and the adjacent ramparts

together turned into a service centre for agricultural

cars. After Ukraine’s independence, it was returned to

Polish Catholics.
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The church represents a uni-nave vaulted basilica

built in the Baroque style. Its main semi-circular apse

juts out of its general volume in the east. Similarly, its

rectangular apses are accentuated in the north and

south. In the south, the main apse is adjoined by a small

sacristy which has its own separate entrance. The west-

ern facade of the church is embellished with decorative

pilasters. The emblem of the local Armenian commu-

nity, a lamb holding a cross-adorned flag, is preserved

above the portal. 

The entrance hall, which is situated west of the

church, is slightly wider than the monument itself. At its

right and left corners, two quadrangular bell towers rise. 

The church grounds, which also comprise some

annexes, are surrounded by ramparts of a width of 1 to

1.5 metres and a general length of 300 metres. The

height of the walls preserved in the west oscillates

between 1.5 and 2 metres. There are two gates, one of

which is arched and intended for pedestrians, and the

other for cars. The southern and western ramparts are

considerably better preserved (to a height of about 4 to

5 metres), while the northern one has become part of

the service centre of agricultural cars built in the mid-

20th century. These walls retain numerous loopholes

which get narrower outwardly. 

South of the church, a single-floor semi-ruined

building of a rectangular plan can be seen: probably, it

used to be the local clergyman’s house. 

The Armenian cemetery that used to extend close to

the church is not preserved. In the Soviet years, its

tombstones were used for the construction of the build-

ings of the aforementioned service centre. At present

these structures are gradually tumbling down revealing

stones with Armenian-lettered inscriptions (some of

them were used during the renovation of the ramparts).

13. KAMENETS-PODOLSKI (KAMENETS,
KAMIANETS) 

Kamenets-Podolski is the capital of the district of

the same name in Khmelnitski Region and has a popu-

lation of about 103,000.

According to a number of sources, it was founded

by some Armenians who took up living here in 1062 at

the invitation of Prince Fyodor Dmitriyevich.78

By the mid-13th century, the Armenian settlement of

Kamenets-Podolski had already been completely organ-

ised and had its own church. In the mid-14th century, dur-

ing the period of Polish reign, it enjoyed broad autonomy

with its separate court, town council and voit. The num-

ber of the local Armenians increased after the immigra-

tion of their compatriots from Crimea and Valachia who

played a great role in the construction activities unfolded

in the city as well as in its development and defence. In

the mid-16th century, the Armenians of Kamenets-

Podolski comprised about 900 houses.79

The city is reported to have had seven Armenian

churches and monasteries: Of the Assumption of the

Holy Virgin, St. Nikoghayos, Of the Annunciation to

the Holy Virgin, Sourb Khach (Holy Cross), St. Grigor

Lusavorich, St. Gevorg and St. Stepanos.80
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In 1672, when the Ottoman Turks took Kamenets-

Podolski, the local Armenians were forced to leave it.

Part of their churches were destroyed81 while others

were turned into mosques. After the city had been

returned to Rzeczpospolita in 1699, a small number of

Armenians returned there: although they gained back

their former rights and privileges, the Armenian com-

munity never restored its strength of the past days. In

the late 18th century, the city became part of the

Russian Empire, the Armenian autonomy being abol-

ished in 1790. The local Armenian flock shifted into

the jurisdiction of the Armenian Catholic Episcopate of

Mogilev-Podolski established in 1810.82 As of 1863,

only 63 Armenians lived in Kamenets-Podolski.83

In the 1940s, the Armenian community, the mem-

bers of which had long been mostly estranged from

each other, ceased existing altogether as the remaining

Armenians moved to Poland.

The Armenian quarter of Kamenets-Podolski,

which retains old Armenian buildings, is preserved in

the south of the old city. Its centre is the square of the

Armenian Market, where the Armenian Street begins. 

The Armenian church of St. Nikoghayos
(Nicholas) was exploded in the 1930s, its ruins being

still preserved in the Armenian Street (geographical

coordinates: N 48°40.20.40´´; E 026°34.24.64´´; alti-

tude above sea level: 190 metres).

It was built in 1495 as an Armenian Apostolic

church, but in 1666 it changed into an Armenian

Catholic one. The monument suffered partial destruc-

tion in the years of the Turkish occupation of

Kamenets-Podolski (1672 to 1699), but after its libera-

tion, the Armenians completely rebuilt it from 1756

until 1767. In 1771 it was blessed by Lviv’s Armenian

Catholic bishop, Yan Tumanovich.84 After the death of

the last Armenian shepherd of the church, Raphael

Uzunian, in 1863 a Polish clergyman conducted divine

service there according to the Catholic ritual.85

The church of St. Nikoghayos used to represent a

uni-nave basilica with an outwardly accentuated semi-

circular apse and a transept. Its octagonal dome was

remarkable for its height amounting to about 30

metres. From three sides, except the eastern one, it was

surrounded by a portico which was lower than the
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church building proper. A recess above its entrance,

opening from its western facade, retained a gilded stat-

ue of the Holy Mother of God.

At present the surviving vestiges of the church

comprise its foundations, certain stone fragments and

the arcade of its western portico. 

The monument grounds belong to the newly-estab-

lished Armenian community of Kamenets-Podolski,

the head of which is Arthur Gasparian. In 2005 the

Armenians placed a cross-stone commemorating the

Great Genocide of 1915 in the yard of the church.86

Metallic gratings decorated with crosses were installed

inside the arches of the western portico.

The architectural complex of St. Nikoghayos

Church comprises a belfry tower, a bishop’s residence

and commercial storehouses which are enclosed within

walls of a height of 4 to 5 metres and a thickness of a

metre.

The five-floor belfry tower of St. Nikoghayos,

which was built in 1565, resembles the bell tower of

the Armenian cathedral of Lviv. In 1633 the chapel of

St. Stepanos started functioning on its first floor.87

The belfry-chapel, which underwent repairs in the

1980s, has been within the jurisdiction of the

Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the Patriarchate of

Kiev under the name of St. Stepan since the early

1990s.

The belfry has a square plan (11 x 11 metres), the

height of its stone walls reaching about 23 metres. The

walls of the vaulted chapel on its first floor retain fres-

coes depicting Old Jerusalem, the martyrdom of

Stephen the Proto-Deacon and other Biblical scenes.

The entrance to the second storey opens from its outer

facade, access to which is possible via the exterior

steps of wood. The overhead coverings between the

other floors are of wood, an inner staircase leading to

the roof of the belfry. Its upper floor retains four small

semi-circular towers with loopholes which offer a

beautiful view of the old Armenian quarter. 

North of St. Nikoghayos Church, the Armenian

bishops’ residence is preserved: it was built in 1577

with the means of Armenian merchant Andreas from

Kafa and later served as Armenian Tradesmen’s House.

The northern portal of this double-floor building is

arched and covered with beautiful reliefs. At present it

houses the Archaeological Museum of Kamenets-

Podolski.

In the south-east of this architectural complex, large

Armenian commercial warehouses of the 16th century

are preserved: they were used by the Armenian mer-

chants to store the goods imported from the East. 

The church of the Annunciation to the Holy
Virgin, which is situated south-east of St. Nikoghayos
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(geographical coordinates: N 48°40.18.67´´; E

026°34.28.95´´; altitude above sea level: 188 metres),

is the oldest Armenian stone church in Kamenets-Po-

dolski built in 1398 by Sinan, the son of a certain

Kotlubey, who was a merchant from Kafa.88 Until 1495

it was known by the name of St. Nikoghayos. The

monument which had suffered major damage in the

aftermath of the Ottoman occupation of the city was

rebuilt in the early 18th century by Armenian merchant

Bogdan Latinovich.89 The local Armenian community

gradually growing smaller, after the death of the last

Armenian spiritual shepherd of the church, Daniel

Levitski, in 1811 it passed into the jurisdiction of the

Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church, and in 1840 into

that of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church.90

In the Soviet years, the church building housed the

regional archives. Since 1990 it has been functioning

as a Ukrainian Orthodox church dedicated to St.

Nikolai within the jurisdiction of the Patriarchate of

Moscow.

The monument represents a uni-nave vaulted rec-

tangular basilica with an outwardly accentuated semi-

circular apse in the east (exterior dimensions: 12.5 x 8

metres; height: 12 metres). Each of its northern and

southern walls bears an abutment and a flying buttress

which were built during

the period between the

late 19th and early 20th

centuries, parallel with

the construction of its

belfry tower, wooden

vestibule and ramparts.

The southern wall of the

church retains a cross-

stone of 1554 with an Armenian inscription.

Catholicos of All Armenians Melkiset, who died in

Kamenets-Podolski in 1627, is buried in this church.91

The interior of the monument is adorned with

numerous icons among which special mention should

be made of a duplicate of an old icon of the Holy Virgin

depicted with Armenian features. 

The church used to be adjoined by an old Armenian

cemetery which has not come down to our days.

Some Armenian ramparts are still preserved stand-

ing near the main entrance to the old city in its western

portion (geographical coordinates: N 48°40.25.79´´; E
026°34.07. 34´´; altitude above sea level: 166 metres).

It was erected in 1583 by the members of the local

Armenian community. The oldest preserved stone ram-

parts in Kamenets-Podolski, they are multangular in

plan and open in the east, having a total length of about

100 metres. Their height in their western section is

around 10 metres and their thickness between 1 and 1.5

metres. This shows that the Armenian community

played an important role in the defence of the city.

An Armenian well (Virmenska Krinitsa) of 1638

is preserved in Polish Market (Polski Rinok) Square, in

the heart of the old city (geographical coordinates: N

48°40.31.58´´; E 026°34.20.31´´; altitude above sea

level: 197 metres). 

It is a square structure (5 x 5 metres) with a depth

of about 30 metres. Its overground building, which was

destroyed during World War II, underwent complete

reconstruction in 1956: it is octahedral, with a height of

about 14 metres.92

Kamenets-Podolski also preserves some other,

about twenty, residential and public buildings once

erected by its Armenian inhabitants: among them espe-

cially noteworthy are the stone houses of the

Levonovich, Balasanovich and Aslanovich built in the

neighbourhood of Armenian Market Square between

the 16th and 17th centuries.93
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